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Abstract 

Precision medicine is an emerging field in critical care research where treatments are 

individualized, ensuring the right patient receives the right medication at the right time. In this 

work, the focus is on the data analytics, however, interpreting and understanding biomedical data 

is challenging due to the heterogeneity, noise, potential interrelationships, and dynamic nature 

that makes the data complex. Computer science is needed to help organize and utilize this data. 

Exploratory data analysis is an approach to research that combines computing power and human 

involvement, to enable the interactive exploration of data through visualization with the goal of 

generating new hypotheses. 

 Intensive care units (ICUs) are becoming a popular setting for precision medicine and 

exploratory data analysis due to the abundance and complexity of the data collected. One specific 

area of interest is in physiologic waveform monitoring and the responsiveness of these 

waveforms to treatment with vasoactive medications. 

 In this thesis we first investigate statistical techniques for analyzing physiological 

waveform data. Problems with this approach are discussed, including the preponderance of 

significant p-values, and the obscuring of important relationships between data types. Due to 

these problems, time series analysis and machine learning methods including clustering are 

explored. We undertake a prospective observational study which generated a novel multi-modal 

dataset of waveform data with associated clinical events. 

Data from this study led to the development of EVENTIVe, an exploratory event-based 

interactive data visualization platform. EVENTIVe provides an efficient and user-directed means 

of investigating complex physiological and clinical time series. An event-based data structure is 

described, including semi-structured document-style storage formats. Time series changepoint 
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detection, hierarchical clustering, and K-Means clustering are included as exploration options. 

EVENTIVe encourages users to review individual data points through visualization, in addition 

to measures of central tendency and dispersion. Through EVENTIVe insights into the effects of 

vasoactive interventions in the ICU on physiological parameters were explored with new 

hypotheses generated. This work sets the stage for many future studies into the short-term 

physiological disturbances occurring in critically ill patients, helping the progression towards the 

use of precision medicine in these settings.  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Precision medicine is an emerging approach in which treatments are individualized to 

each patient. In critical care settings such as the Intensive Care Unit (ICU), high variation 

between patients suggests that a “one-size-fits-all” approach is not suitable. Few investigations 

have been conducted into the use of precision medicine in intensive care settings [1]. Precision 

medicine in critical care settings requires real-time feedback ideally from easy to collect signals. 

Such signals include those already being collected, which under alternative analysis techniques 

may reveal new information. This information is used to develop biomarkers to aid in 

determining the appropriate treatment regimen.  

Critical care settings like the ICU provide a good basis for research into precision 

medicine due to the volume and complexity of data collected daily. The clinical data collected 

over the duration of a patient’s hospitalization creates a complex and heterogeneous data source. 

The data collected includes waveform, vital signs, illness severity measures, hospital and ICU-

specific measures (such as admission timing and length of stay), as well as intervention dosages, 

timings and type [2]. The research in this thesis is focused on using computational methods to 

harness and utilize these data to facilitate precision medicine approaches.  

The data collected in critical care settings can be described as complex data. The term 

complex data describes data that are dynamic and variable and whose distribution leads to 

possible interrelationships. Recently, the term complex data has been used to describe data whose 

type, structure and heterogeneity make it difficult to analyze [3], [4]. While Big Data is 
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traditionally defined by the ‘5 Vs’ (volume, velocity, value, variety and veracity) [5] and is most 

commonly known for its volume, complex data encompasses both large and small data sets. 

One method of modeling complex data is through exploratory data analysis, which is 

defined as the interactive exploration of data to generate hypotheses, as well as extract 

relationships and information from the data. When little is known, or new hypotheses warranted, 

this approach to analysis provides a method for checking assumptions and exploring new research 

directions. This type of analysis incorporates human interaction and direction within 

computational examination of the data. This approach to research is becoming popular with 

medical data due to its intuitive nature through visual results and human involvement [6], [7]. 

In this thesis, waveform, clinical and demographic data from the complex data in the ICU 

are modeled through methods of exploratory analysis. Through this approach, subsets of data 

which behave similarly can be grouped and explored, investigating data on both an individual and 

aggregate level.  

Of interest to us was the response of this data to clinical events. The dozens of daily 

decisions made by physicians, including what medication to give, when to administer it and what 

dosage to give, shape the course of a patient’s ICU stay. These micro-decisions might benefit 

from precision medicine by insuring that the right patient gets the right medication at the right 

time.  

An exploratory interactive data visualization platform was developed in this work with 

the intent to use computer science to help deal with the complex data associated with precision 

medicine. This platform, EVENTIVe, was developed to provide researchers with an exploratory 

tool to generate hypotheses and new research directions. EVENTIVe utilizes an event-based data 

structure, where events of interest are objects with associated data. This event-based structure 

allows the data to be the driving force, where clinical, demographic and outcome biases are de-
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emphasized, and the data source facilitates data-driven research. Through this data and 

EVENTIVe, we explore a test case of micro-decisions in the ICU, however this approach to 

research can be applied to many other data sources and fields. 

To start, we present our approach to analyzing the complex data in critical care. Through 

statistical analysis we examined illness severity and hospital outcome using HRV as an example 

of complex data. HRV displayed some of the problems associated with traditional statistical 

analysis on heterogeneous and large data sources. We then turned to machine learning 

approaches, neural networks (NNs) were created. Through NNs, HRV’s relationship with illness 

severity and hospital outcome was more clearly defined with more interpretable results. However, 

the sample NNs created had low accuracy for the prediction of illness severity and hospital 

outcome. Hierarchical clustering was used to view HRV trajectory. In some patients a change in 

HRV trajectory over time was seen. It was hypothesized that this may be in response to a clinical 

event and that HRV may be better suited to short-term physiological disturbances. To investigate 

HRV as a biomarker for micro-decisions a sample of complex data is used and investigated using 

the event-based data source generated and the platform that was developed.  

1.1 Organization of Thesis 

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows; Chapter 2 provides background into the 

physiological basis of our research, along with an overview of related work. The test case used as 

an example of the complex data in critical care is introduced, as well as some of our early work 

into approaches for analyzing the data. Chapter 3 outlines the data flow of our prospective study, 

taking the data from bedside in the ICU to class-based storage on a server. The pipeline created, 

processing software used, and data structuring are also described. In Chapter 4 we present the 

event-based interactive data visualization tool, EVENTIVe, created for exploratory analysis of 

our prospective data. The re-structuring of our data and its storage, development and 
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implementation of the platform, and analysis methods used are described and discussed. Chapter 

5 outlines the use of the platform, how users interact with and explore the data as well as results 

found, and interpretations generated using the platform. In the final chapter, results, 

interpretations, and findings are summarized. Future directions and areas of improvement are also 

discussed. 
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Chapter 2 

Background and Preliminary Work 

This chapter provides the relevant physiological background for our research, and places 

it in the context of current literature in this area. This thesis falls under both medical research and 

computer science, therefore literature from both clinical and computational sources was 

examined. Also included is early work we completed as an initial investigation into HRV and 

how best to analyze and visualize this waveform data, which informed the development of our 

event-based data model. 

2.1 Sample of Complex Data Used 

For this research we chose to examine a subset of ICU data, namely waveform data. Of 

interest was a non-invasive biomarker – heart rate variability (HRV), which is derived from 

electrocardiogram (ECG) signals that are already routinely collected in critical care settings. 

Numerous measures of HRV (HRV metrics) are derived from the analysis of the monitored ECG 

wave through different domains (Appendix A). By capturing, storing, and analyzing these 

waveform data, new information can be found.  

In this thesis we were not concerned with the acquisition of HRV from the ECG, but 

rather with exploring the use of the HRV metrics. The numerous measures of HRV and their 

physiological and clinical implications, along with associated demographic and clinical data make 

HRV an ideal example of the complex data found in ICUs. Here we explore the use of HRV to 

guide vasoactive medications within the ICU.  

Within critical care, a number of different vasopressor and inotrope medications are 

commonly used for their diverse range of actions (Appendix A) [8]. Which vasopressor to use is 

decided at the discretion of the attending physician and is based on clinical studies as well as 
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previous knowledge and experience. It is possible that the timing of vasopressor interventions, 

particularly initiation and termination events, can benefit from a non-invasive biomarker like 

HRV. This single test case was used to generate an event-based data source, explore which 

machine learning and time series approaches to use, and develop the platform.  

2.2 Heart Rate Variability and the Autonomic Nervous System 

The Autonomic Nervous System (ANS) is the part of the nervous system responsible for 

autonomic (unconscious) bodily functions such as breathing, digestion and heart rate. The ANS is 

generally broken down into two branches – sympathetic (SNS) and parasympathetic (PNS). The 

SNS is associated with energy mobilization, while the PNS functions in a restful and restorative 

way [9]. The two branches are kept in a dynamic balance and can be adapted rapidly in response 

to demands. The balancing action between the SNS and ANS controls the heart rate (HR). 

The HR can be visualized through ECG waves (Figure 1). In a normal ECG tracing, five 

waves (peaks) can be seen, namely P, Q, R, S, and T. Each peak represents the electrical 

depolarization and re-polarization of heart muscle cells. The R peak is typically the highest as it 

represents the bulk of muscle activation in the ventricles. 

HRV is defined as a series of inter-beat intervals (R peak to R peak intervals [RRI]), 

measuring how the distance between consecutive heart beats varies over time (Figure 1). The RRI 

represents the distance between normal QRS complexes. HRV data are derived from continuous 

ECG recordings and reflect the instantaneous HR. The ANS modulates the rhythm of the heart. 

Thus, HRV is thought to reflect ANS functioning. Generally, a reduction of HRV is associated 

with declining health, as the dynamic balance of the ANS is reduced. 
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Figure 1. ECG tracing with labelled peaks and RR interval shown. 

HRV and vasopressors have been investigated recently. In 2016, researchers looked at the 

response of HRV to vasopressor up-titrations in patients with septic shock, where successful up-

titrations were defined as a maintained mean arterial pressure (MAP) of a particular level for 60 

minutes after the increased dosage and no additional up-titrations in that time frame [10]. HRV 

complexity metrics were derived from 5-minute epochs before the up-titration. Both MAP and the 

long-term fractal exponent (from secondary HRV analysis) were associated with successful 

vasopressor up-titrations [10].  

As discussed, HRV has been shown to be a biomarker for ANS functioning and may 

respond to vasoactive medications. In this way, the response of HRV to vasopressor interventions 

in critically ill patients is a good test case for exploratory analysis using event-based data. 

2.3 Preliminary Work 

In previous work with HRV we analyzed retrospective data sets, looking at HRV on a 

patient by patient basis, investigating its relationship with illness severity and in-hospital 

mortality [11].  These preliminary investigations were done to determine the best approach to 

analyze the data for our prospective study, exploring both statistical analysis and NN approaches. 
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2.3.1 Statistical Analysis 

Statistical analysis was done to explore the appropriate approach to investigating HRV, 

and the plausibility of using HRV metrics in machine learning (ML). The MIMIC II data set used 

included HRV data, along with general hospital outcomes and severity of illness scores 

(Appendix B). This meant that we could use the MIMIC II data to explore HRV as a waveform 

and its relationship with clinical concepts. Of interest were the relationships between HRV, 

illness severity and in-hospital mortality.  

To assess HRV as a biomarker for illness severity and hospital outcome, analysis of 

variance was used. The Sequential Organ Failure Assessment (SOFA) score was used as a 

measure of illness severity (see Appendix C). Regression analysis was also performed on the 

continuous SOFA score variable. Samples of these results are shown in Figures 2 and 3.  
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Figure 2. HRV and Hospital Mortality. A, B) Using full-series data and C, D) Using 

averaged data. Kruskal-Wallis differences between survivors (N) and non-survivors (Y) are 

denoted with * for p<0.05, ** for p<0.01 and *** for p<0.001. A more statistically 

significant difference was found when full-series data were used. 

Two variations of the HRV metrics were examined. First, full-series, representing the full 

hour (12 measures of HRV from 5-minute windows) for each patient consisting of a 540 patients 

x 12 measures data set (Figure 3 A,B) and second, averaged, a single averaged value of HRV 

consisting of a 540x1 data set (Figure 2 C,D). The full-series data provided a moderately better 
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differentiation between hospital mortalities than the averaged data. Despite the statistical 

significance found between survivors (N) and non-survivors (Y), visually there is obvious 

overlap. This may be attributable to the complexity of the data.  

Similarly, when HRV and SOFA score were investigated using analysis of variance and 

regression, traditional statistics reported highly significant results. However, visually (Figure 3) 

there is apparent overlap and low correlation.  

 

Figure 3. HRV response to increasing SOFA score. Top-row figures are boxplots of 

increasing SOFA score with SOFA score on x-axis and HRV metric on y-axis. Middle line 

represents the median while the limits of the box represent the first and third quartiles. 

Bottom-row figures are linear regression analyses using the Pearson method. 

The influence of sample size on p-values in statistical analysis has been in contention for 

a long time. Plainly stated, sample size strongly influences the p-value of a test [12], [13]. Even a 

miniscule effect of little to no consequence can be found statistically significant if the sample size 

is large enough under the same threshold. Adaptations to statistical analysis have been done in 
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hopes of accounting for these shortcomings. This is important to keep in mind when using 

traditional statistical analysis, particularly on large or complex data sets.  

The use of complex and dynamic data leads to violations of the traditional statistical 

independence assumed [14]. Big Data as well as complex data may have noise accumulation, and 

heterogeneity [15]. In complex dynamic data, residual terms may become dependent on the 

predictor (incidental endogeneity), meaning the statistical independence hypothesis does not hold 

[14], [15]. Complex data may contain sub-populations which may be overlooked due to the 

heterogeneity of the data itself. In a similar way, the complexity of the data may be labelled as 

noise which may repress variables that do have significant explanatory power [15]. Therefore, we 

determined that continuing to base our analyses solely on traditional statistical analysis may not 

account for the complexity of our data or accurately describe relationships within the data.  

We consequently continued our preliminary investigation using alternative techniques. 

Machine learning approaches were originally developed as alternate solutions to handle vector 

data within the bounds of statistical independence [14]. With the growth of Big Data and complex 

data in research, efforts were made to overcome these limitations and have made ML popular in 

the exploration of this type of data.  

2.3.2 Supervised Learning 

Unlike statistical modeling, ML differs in that it learns relationships from the data 

without relying on rule-based programming, inferring relationships and trends from the data to 

form predictions. Supervised learning in NNs allows for investigation into relationships present 

without the associated problems of using complex data in statistical analysis. 

HRV has not been extensively used with NNs and those implemented had varying levels 

of success. Upon review, many of the successful HRV NN constructs were implemented as 

feedforward, single hidden layer networks with back propagation applied in some cases [16], 
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[17]. As discussed, HRV should be analyzed as a time series to encompass variation over time, 

NNs easily allow for multiple inputs. NNs are also becoming more popular in medical research 

making them an excellent choice for our clinical data [18]. For all networks, the full-series HRV 

data were used. We adopted the perspective that the variation over time (the time series 

component HRV) is important for the metric’s predictive capabilities. 

As this was a method of an initial investigation into HRV using supervised ML 

techniques, simple feedforward single layer NNs were created (Appendix D). This type of 

network construction was consistent with that used in previous literature. The two HRV metrics 

which showed significance in statistical analysis across all comparisons, LF/HF and SDNN, were 

selected from the preprocessed MIMIC II data for use in NNs. These metrics appear commonly in 

the literature and were selected despite the previously discussed potential problems of relying on 

statistical values when using HRV data.  

 From this initial exploration using NNs, it was found that the LF/HF HRV metric 

provided more accurate predictions of hospital mortality than the SDNN metric, however, with 

low accuracy. The LF/HF HRV metric was selected for use in a feedforward regression network 

to predict patient SOFA score. The full-series LF/HF metric data was used as input into a single 

layer regression network. The regression value was of low magnitude (r=0.14) and not significant 

(p=0.075) indicating that LF/HF is not a useful predictor for SOFA score (Appendix D). 

 By conducting this NN analysis we were able to get more understandable results from our 

HRV data, and its association with general measures of illness severity and hospital mortality. 

However, the nets had low accuracy and showed that HRV data was not a useful addition to 

currently used predictors for hospital outcomes. We speculated that HRV data may not be 

suitable for such broad outcomes and continued investigation into alternative analysis and 

visualization techniques for HRV. 
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2.3.3 Hierarchical Clustering Analysis 

From our NN analysis, we saw that HRV may not be a useful predictor for broad 

outcomes and hypothesized that it may be better suited to short-term physiological responses. We 

sought to explore this further by characterizing HRV trajectory in patients using the MIMIC II 

dataset. This was done using hierarchical clustering analysis (HCA), as a method of grouping 

similar trajectories with a ranked order. In previous research, HCA has been used to cluster HRV 

metrics and clinical variables in patients with schizophrenia [19], where investigators found that 

LF/HF may be a good indicator of improved ANS modulation. In another study, HCA was used 

to reduce the number of HRV metrics to those most useful in risk stratification of acute 

myocardial infarction [20].  

We wanted to utilize HCA to determine if there were groups of patients with similar 

HRV trajectories over the first hour of their ICU stay. Using matrices of 540 patients x 12 

samples of an HRV metric, HCA was conducted. Using the R superheat library, a heatmap with 

dendrogram was visualized. The heatmap connects the data to a colour scale and the dendrogram 

shows the clusters based on similarity of the 12 samples across the patients. As an example, the 

heatmap of SDNN with dendrogram hierarchical clustering is shown in Figure 4. Clusters of 

patients with similar HRV trajectories are visible. Some patients maintain a constant HRV level 

over the full hour, while others seemed to change over time. However, there were no obvious 

clusters identified making it more difficult to develop a clinical interpretation of these results. The 

fluctuation in HRV over time may be due to changes in physiologic state or treatment effects. 
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Figure 4. HRV trajectory for SDNN metric over the first hour of ICU stay of the MIMIC II 

data. Patients with extreme values clustered together at the bottom (coloured in yellow). 

Patients are shown along the y-axis and SDNN metric over the first hour along the x-axis. 

Dendrogram clustering is located at the right-hand side of the figure. 

2.3.4 Conclusions from Preliminary Work 

From our preliminary work we determined that HRV behaves like complex data and therefore 

traditional statistical analysis of HRV may not accurately account for or represent relationships 

within the data. Results from our statistical analysis were difficult to interpret. When sample 

HRV metrics SDNN and LF/HF were used in NNs, results were more interpretable and 

understandable. The NN analysis revealed that HRV was not a useful predictor of hospital 

mortality or SOFA score. 

To investigate if HRV trajectory behaved similarly among groups of patients HCA was used. 

From this we found that some patients had similar HRV trajectories over the first hour of their 
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ICU stay and many had fluctuations within the trajectory. It was hypothesized that HRV may be 

more responsive to routine clinical care in the ICU, rather than broad clinical variables. These 

preliminary findings provide a clear rationale for an exploratory analysis approach. 

2.4 Exploratory Data Analysis and Data Visualization 

The field of Exploratory Data Analysis was first described by Tukey [21]–[23], where he 

focused on statistical approaches and emphasized the graphing of data to view what relationships 

are present [24]. Tukey suggested that boxplots, median values, residuals, and quantiles are useful 

methods of exploring data using traditional statistical models [25]. This form of initial data 

investigation has been developed and expanded upon since then to include methods of data 

visualization and alternative analysis approaches. The use of exploratory approaches in 

interactive tools has been examined [26]. Work in this area includes, social network analysis with 

visual mappings, interactive exploration of medical data, and frameworks for exploratory analysis 

of proteomic data  [6], [7], [26], [27]. Using these tools, users are directly involved as they 

navigate through the data, facilitating how the data is explored. Visualization of the data is done 

through different techniques to provide interpretable results, including static and time-dependent 

visualizations to communicate different aspects of the data [28]. The art of data visualization has 

been used in many exploratory analysis platforms. Contrary to early forms, in which visualization 

was stationary [29], the visualizations used now are interactive, and play a direct role in the 

navigation of the data [30]. 

 The complexity of data collected in critical care settings and multitude of potential 

research directions make it an ideal candidate for exploratory data analysis. In this work the 

EVENTIVe platform developed is designed to facilitate exploratory data analysis with emphasis 

on user involvement and visualization of results. Complex data from the ICU, including HRV 

data, are used as a test case to develop the tool, and as a proof of concept. 
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Chapter 3 

Data Flow 

This chapter outlines how the clinical and waveform data were processed from the ICU 

bedside into a formatted data source. Here, the processing pipelines and the data structures 

created will be described. The software used in our data processing will also be introduced. An 

overview of our data processing can be found in Figure 5 and full code in Appendix H.  

 

Figure 5. Overview of HRVPressor data processing. Waveforms and vital signs are 

recorded through the BedMasterEx software in the ICU and sent to a secure CAC server. A 

pipeline converts these STP files to XML for input into the CIMVA software. CIMVA 

performs multi-variate variability analysis and outputs processed waveforms, including 54 

HRV metrics. These waveforms are annotated with the clinical data abstracted from patient 

charts and combined into the defined Participant class. 

3.1 The HRVPressors Dataset 

The HRVPressors dataset was collected at Kingston Health Sciences Center, Kingston 

General Hospital (KGH) site following the protocol of our prospective observational study 

(Appendix E). This dataset was used in the development of our event-based data source, 
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unsupervised learning, and data visualization, forming the basis of our exploratory analysis 

platform. Up to five days of continuous vital sign waveforms were recorded for ICU patients 

(with normal sinus rhythm) undergoing at least one vasopressor intervention. From clinical 

charts, information about vasopressor timing, dosages, and type along with other clinical 

information was abstracted. Using CIMVA software (Section 3.3.1), waveform data were 

processed into HRV metrics using 5-minute windows with 2.5-minute overlap. From previous 

HRV research, the optimum analytic time frame for critically ill patients is around 500-1500 

cardiac cycles (about 5-15 minutes of recorded data) [31]. However, it has been suggested that 

continuous ECG recording may reduce the loss of important short-duration information [32]. 

Therefore, we use a 5-minute window derived from continuous ECG recordings. Additionally, 

MAP and HR continuous waveforms were re-sampled every 2-minutes (to be consistent with 

HRV epochs) to create time series for each patient. A total of 40 patients were included in the 

dataset. A more detailed explanation of data processing for HRVPressors dataset will follow in 

this chapter. 

3.2 Data Flow: ICU Bedside to CAC server 

At KGH in the Kidd 2 ICU, BedMasterEx software (Excel Medical) is used to record all 

patient vital signs, clinical waveforms, and patient alarms processed by the bedside monitors. 

This automated system acquires and stores physiological waveforms. Of interest to us were the 

waveform data. This software provided a useful platform for acquiring continuously recorded 

data from ICU patients.  

Data from BedMasterEx is uploaded to a server at the Centre of Advanced Computing 

(CAC). The CAC is a secure data center affiliated with Queen’s University with strict controls on 

physical and electronic access, as well as uninterrupted power. This server has nine cores. 

Importantly, the server is linked to both Linux and Windows operating systems which were both 
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used in our data processing. Waveform data are stored in a “standard for the exchange of 

product” (STP) files generated directly by BedMasterEx. The STP files store data in the ASCII 

format. The STP files are uploaded to the server for storage. Files are stored in directories 

according to ICU bed (33 directories for 33 beds) with Unix timestamped file names.  

A pipeline script was created to process all STP files to XML files using an existing 

command line tool from Excel Medical for compatibility with software and human readability. 

This bash script runs once daily during low activity hours (01:00 AM) and processes all new STP 

files to XML, keeping the storage up to date. The extensibility (no fixed set of tags), simplicity, 

semi-structured nature (no set schema), and ability to store multiple data types along with meta 

data make XML a useful storage type for this purpose. Converting to XML files also improves 

the portability of our data allowing them to be used across platforms.  

These XML waveform files were then incorporated into a Structured Query Language 

(SQL) database developed by another member of our lab. This SQL database allows for querying 

and searching for particular files based on time and bed.  

3.3 Waveform Processing 

Once uploaded to the CAC server and converted to XML, the waveform data needed to 

be processed into HRV metrics along with sampled HR and MAP. This was done using software 

from colleagues at The Ottawa Hospital (TOH) (Dr. Andrew Seely). 

3.3.1 CIMVA Software 

The Continuous Individualized Multi-Organ Variability Analysis (CIMVA) software 

(FDA approved) [33] was used to process vital sign waveforms into time series of interest. 

Importantly, unlike other variability analysis software, CIMVA can take the processed 

BedMasterEx XML files directly for analysis. CIMVA is MATLAB-based software that runs on 
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a Windows operating system. CIMVA was installed and run on the Windows virtual machine 

(VM) on our dual VM CAC server. CIMVA is a library of routines which continuously measures 

variability within physiological signals and outputs these results in useable files for research 

purposes [33]. Sliding windows are used to calculate complexity and variability with user defined 

window size and overlap. The waveforms are preprocessed with noise reduction, filtering, and 

artifact detection [33]. Artifacts include isoelectric signals due to disconnected ECG leads and 

instrumentation noise among others. For HRV processing, event detection is used to identify R 

peaks within the ECG waveform to extract the RRI time series needed. Artifacts are detected and 

removed from the event time series. CIMVA core calculations are run on the extracted time series 

to yield variability and complexity measures. CIMVA provides HRV measures in five domains: 

time, frequency, scale-invariant, entropy and  nonlinear [33], [34]. CIMVA output is a MATLAB 

structure file (MAT-file) with structured storage of the processed variability waveforms. 

3.4 Creating Patient Data Profiles 

The CIMVA outputted MAT-files contain a multitude of data. A Python based script was 

written to extract the HRV, HR and MAP time series and stored the data in CSV files. Subset 

files and the clinical data from patients were combined to create patient data profiles. The clinical 

data collected are outlined in Table 1.  
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Table 1. Clinical information collected for HRVPressors data. 

Category Information collected 

Demographics 
Age 

Sex 

Admitting 

Information 

ICU room 

Study ID 

Admitting diagnosis (hospital and ICU) 

SOFA score at admission 

Acute Physiologic Assessment & Chronic Health Evaluation II (APACHE II)  

Vasopressors stated prior to ICU admission (Y/N) 

Admission and discharge times 

Hospital mortality (Y/N) 

Daily 

Invasive and/or non-invasive mechanical ventilation (MV) (Y/N) 

Dialysis (Y/N) 

SOFA score for the day 

Daily lactate data 

Daily vasopressor data 

 

3.4.1 Participant Class 

To bundle our clinical data and incorporate functionality, a Python class called 

participant was created. An outline of this class and sub-class structures can be found in Figure 6. 

The main class, participant, contains demographic and admitting information, as well as up to 

five daily_data objects. Clinical data were collected for each day the patient was in the ICU, up to 

and including day 5. These data were stored in the daily_data class. Due to the amount and 

complexity of their data, separate classes were made for vasopressor information (pressors), 

lactate data and SOFA_score. Details about what is captured in these classes can be found in 

Figure 6. Of note is that the lactate and vasopressor data were recorded every hour unless a 

specific intervention time was specified. If specified, the time was captured in “specifictimes” 

and “timespecific” variables. The creation of classes allows for the easy navigation through the 

clinical data collected. The participant class also integrated the waveform and clinical data 

effectively, creating patient data profiles.  
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Figure 6. Class diagram of the participant class and SOFA_score, lactate, and pressors 

subclasses. Created to hold clinical information for the HRVPressor data. 

3.4.1.1 Pandas Data Frames 

The participant class contains methods to create Pandas data frames (DFs) of the general, 

daily, vasopressor and lactate data. Pandas is an open-source Python data analysis library [35]. 

The Pandas DF is a two-dimensional tabular structure where the labelled columns and rows 

permit easy navigation and separation of the data. Pandas also allows for operations on the full 
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database such as querying and arithmetic. Simple incorporation of CSV files and compatibility 

with our visualization module of choice (see Chapter 4) made Pandas a good candidate for our 

purposes. Data in Pandas DFs allows for storage into reusable CSV files and concatenation of 

data from all patients to create cohort data.  
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Chapter 4 

EVENTIVe: Event-Based Interactive Data Visualization 

In this chapter we describe EVENTIVe, our Event-Based Interactive Data Visualization 

platform. The general concepts behind this platform will be introduced, including the event-based 

structuring and data storage, analysis techniques, interactive module of choice and the rationale 

behind this web-based application. We used EVENTIVe as an exploratory platform for the 

investigation of the response of HRV to vasopressor interventions as a test case, to generate 

hypotheses and to find relationships within the data. However, the concepts behind EVENTIVe’s 

development and event-based data can be applied to other micro-decisions research and to event-

driven research in other fields.  

4.1 Event-Based Data 

Towards the end of our early work in looking at HRV using retrospective data we started 

to move away from what we are calling patient-based data into event-based data. Recall that HRV 

had low responsiveness when looking at broad patient-based clinical outcomes (hospital 

mortality) but was hypothesized based on preliminary work using HCA (Chapter 2) to be more 

responsive to short-term physiological disturbances like that of a vasopressor intervention. By our 

definition, patient-based data consists of medical data structured on a per-patient basis. That is, 

each patient is its own entity with associated variables and information. Our participant class 

(Section 3.4.1) was an example of patient-based data. Event-based data is structured such that 

each event of interest is its own object. In event-based data the concept of a patient is detached 

from the data (though can be stored in the event object) and focus is instead on the events of 

interest. 
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4.1.1 Definition of Events 

To create our event-based data we first needed to define what an event was. Our 

HRVPressors data set contains information about vasopressor interventions in ICU patients. Of 

interest was the initiation and termination of interventions as these represent clinical decisions. 

We defined an event as a point in a time series, such as the point at which a vasopressor treatment 

was started. In looking at such events, we should be able to explore if the appropriate medication 

was given and/or withdrawn at the optimal time (the anticipated physiological response was the 

result of the intervention). These are principles of precision medicine, which aim to ensure that 

the right patient gets the right medication at the right time. 

Table 2. Description of event types in our event-based data source. 

 Event Name Description 

Of 

Interest 

P_ON Start of a vasopressor intervention 

P_OFF Termination of a vasopressor intervention 

Control 
P_NONE Midpoint of at least 120 minutes of no vasopressors 

P_STABLE Midpoint of at least 120 minutes of stable vasopressor dosage 

 

Four event types were investigated (Table 2). The two events of interest were the start of 

a vasopressor intervention (P_ON) and the termination of a vasopressor (P_OFF). Two control 

events were also included. These controls events were, P_STABLE (the patient was on the same 

stable vasopressor dosage for at least 120 minutes) and P_NONE (the patient had been on no 

vasopressors for at minimum 120 minutes). Control event times were taken at the mid-point of 

the 120-minutes. As most vasopressor interventions in our data were in the order of hours, a two-

hour window was selected for control events to provide a time frame in which the effects of 

vasopressor intervention events were not prominent. The extraction of these events from the HRV 

time series and clinical data will be discussed in the next section. Importantly, our same patient 
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cohort served as their own controls as P_STABLE and P_NONE events were derived from the 

same patients as our events of interest. 

4.1.2 Data Restructuring: Participants into Events 

Our HRVPressors data contained clinical parameters including type of vasopressor and 

duration of intervention, giving specific information for vasopressor events. We decided to 

approach our HRVPressors data from a different perspective than in our retrospective data 

analysis, restructuring the data in our participant class into an event-based model.  

This restructuring of our data was done to shift our focus to events. Then, rather than 

determine which patients were similar we would instead investigate similarities between events. 

From this we could then use a data-driven exploratory analysis approach. By looking at events of 

the same type and combinations of types, relationships within the data could be explored. If 

interesting results or relationships were found, data could be abstracted back to look at outcome, 

demographic or clinical similarities as well as if the events are from the same patient.  

The function flow used for restructuring our data from patient-based to event-based can 

be broken down into two levels of functions; participant-level and event-level. The creation of 

events was done through the participant level using get_events() and get_NoPressorEvents() 

functions. These functions generated events in the form of Python dictionaries with key-value 

pairs (dictionary structure will be discussed in Section 4.1.3). Within each participant object was 

a Pandas DF containing vasopressor information structured such that vasopressor types 

(Norepinephrine, Vasopressin, Dobutamine, Epinephrine, Dopamine, Milrinone, Other) were 

represented across the columns, and rows contained dosage values indexed by the time of 

intervention. Pseudocode for both get_events() and get_NoPressorEvents() is outlined below. 

def get_events(participant) 

 lstEvents = [] #empty list 

 DFpressors = Vasopressor type, dosage and timing 
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for each vasopressor_type in DFpressors.columns 

 for each vasopressor_time in DFpressors.index 

  if first index or after P_OFF #invitation event 

   create P_ON 

 

  elif dosage > 0.0 #check for stable dosage 

   if list of previous dosages is empty 

    append dosage 

   if all previous dosages == this dosage  

    append dosage 

    if duration of previous >= 120min 

     create P_STABLE     

add_Demographics(P_STABLE) 

     add_Lactate(P_STABLE) 

     add_DailyData(P_STABLE) 

     add_HRVMetrics(P_STABLE) 

     add_Waveforms(P_STABLE) 

     append P_STABLE to lstEvents 

     lstEvents = [] 

else 

     lstEvents = [] #reset 

 

  if dosage == 0.0 #corresponding termination 

   update P_ON 

add_Demographics(P_ON) 

   add_Lactate(P_ON) 

   add_DailyData(P_ON) 

   add_HRVMetrics(P_ON) 

   add_Waveforms(P_ON) 

   append P_ON to lstEvents 

 

   create P_OFF 

   add_Demographics(P_OFF) 

   add_Lactate(P_OFF) 

   add_DailyData(P_OFF) 

   add_HRVMetrics(P_OFF) 

   add_Waveforms(P_OFF) 

   append P_OFF to lstEvents 

 return lstEvents 

 

def get_NoPressorEvents(participant ,list P_ON and P_OFF times): 

 lstEvents = [] 

lstDifferences = calculate time differences between P_ON  

 and P_OFF 

 for each diff in lstDifferences 

  if diff >= 120 minutes 

   create P_NONE 
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  add_Demographics(P_NONE) 

  add_Lactate(P_NONE) 

  add_DailyData(P_NONE) 

  add_HRVMetrics(P_NONE) 

  add_Waveforms(P_NONE) 

  append P_NONE to lstEvents 

 return lstEvents 

 

Initiation events (P_ON) were taken as the first vasopressor intervention in the ICU as 

well as the start of a vasopressor after a prior termination. Termination events (P_OFF) were 

labelled as a dosage of 0.0 in the DF. Once a P_OFF event was found, the corresponding P_ON 

event was updated with duration of intervention and an end time of intervention. While searching 

for the associated P_OFF event for each P_ON event, periods of stable intervention dosage 

(P_STABLE events) were located. If at least 120 minutes of the same dosage was found, a 

P_STABLE event was created. Our get_events() function returned a list of events (containing 

P_ON, P_OFF, P_STABLE) along with a list of P_ON and P_OFF event times. This list of event 

times was used in the get_NoPressorEvents() function to generate the P_NONE events. The 

creation of P_NONE events was separated to remove a large number of nested loops within the 

get_events() function. A simplified list of event times allows for an easy search function, that 

identifies times at which an intervention was not occurring as well as the duration, to create 

P_NONE events. The time difference between consecutive interventions (e.g. 

P_OFF1 start time −  P_ON2 start time) was used to determine how long a patient was without 

vasopressor intervention. If a time of at least 120 minutes was found, a P_NONE event was 

created.  

Event-level functions were used to add information to each event created in our 

participant-level functions. These “add” functions take in the event by reference and append 

additional information to the dictionary. Demographic and general information (such as age, sex, 

admitting diagnosis) were added using the add_Demographics() function. Clinical data associated 
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with the ICU day in which the event occurred were added using the add_DailyData() function. 

This function utilized the participants DFclinicalData, a pandas DF containing concatenated 

clinical data from all the days in the ICU, finding the day in which the event occurred and 

updating the event dictionary with clinical data (including SOFA score and dialysis). Lactate 

clearance was added to each event using add_Lactate().  

Vital sign and HRV time series were also added to events using add_Waveforms() and 

add_HRVMetrics() functions, respectfully. These functions used pandas DFs of waveform data 

structured with columns of HRV metrics or vital signs and rows of time indexed values. In both 

functions, the start time associated with each event was used to find the point in the waveform 

time series where the event occurred. A sub-series of waveform data (values and associated time) 

was taken from the data surrounding the event start point. The length of this time series was 

determined by a parameter passed into the functions which specified the number of minutes to 

use on both sides of the event start point. As an example, if ‘20’ was passed into the function, 20 

minutes on either side of the start point are used, giving a final time series of 40 minutes which 

would then be added to the event dictionary. This approach is summarized as follows: 

def get_HRVMetrics(event,minutes_surrounding_event,DFHRVMetrics) 

 beforeStart = event start - minutes_surrounding_event 

afterStart = event start + minutes_surrounding_event 

DFHRVMetrics = Metric value, time and name 

HRVMetrics = dictionary 

for each metric in DFHRVMetrics.columns 

 for each index in DFHRVMetrics.rows 

  if index <= afterStart && index >= beforeStart 

   append index 

   append value 

 if all are not None #no waveform data 

  calculate changepoint 

  calculate changepoint-magnitude 

  calculate event-changepoint time 

  create HRVMetrics[metric] sub-dictionary 

update event with HRVMetrics  
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Pre-defined surrounding minute values were chosen as 20 minutes and 30 minutes. These 

times were chosen to be long enough to see if there was a response to the event but short enough 

to reduce the chance of seeing responses to other physiological events. Importantly, we chose to 

calculate the associated changepoint in these time series within these functions. With the 

calculation of a changepoint, additional parameters were added to each event. This will be 

discussed further in section 4.3.1. 

The final processing of the list of event dictionaries is done using the 

label_EventsNumber() function. To ensure proper labelling of event order, this function took the 

list of P_ON, P_OFF, P_STABLE, and P_NONE events generated for the participant and using 

their timestamps, created unique identifiers based on the order of events. In this way, the order of 

interventions within the patient’s ICU stay is not lost. These unique identifiers also provided a 

way to keep the events for the same patient linked. Float values were used with the integer-part 

representing the order of event and the fractional-part represents the patient. As an example, the 

identifier 1.020 represents the first event for patient 20. This function also indicates whether or 

not there are multiple vasopressors on at the same time. If interventions overlap, the unique 

identifiers were included in both events. 

The get_event(), get_NoPressorEvents() and label_EventsNumber() function flow was 

repeated for all patients recruited for our prospective observational study. The final list of all 

events was our event-based data set. The structure of each event and the method of storage 

chosen will be discussed in the next sections. 

4.1.3 Event Structure 

Events were structured as Python dictionaries, mappings of key-value pairs. Known as 

associative arrays in other languages, dictionaries are indexed by keys. Keys are unique identifiers 

that are used to access the associated value stored. In the Python language, dictionaries are 
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defined using {}, with key:value pairs separated by commas. Dictionaries are thought of as a 

collection of objects with attributes, instead of a table of values. Unlike lists or arrays, 

dictionaries are unsorted and not indexed. For our event-based data we were not iterating over 

items of a presumed order (indexed) but rather accessing elements individually; dictionary key 

lookup can efficiently do this. Lookups in lists are of O(N) speed, dependent on the size of the list 

(N), while lookups in dictionaries run in O(1), as dictionaries are hashed objects. 

4.1.3.1 Data Stored in Event Dictionary 

The use of key-value pairs allowed for the efficient organization and retrieval of data. We 

created a structure of embedded dictionaries to contain data for each event. An example of this 

structure is found in Figure 7.  

The main event object is a dictionary containing general information pertaining to the 

event. This includes the event type, vasopressor type and intervention duration, as well as age, 

sex, and clinical scores for the patient. These values are stored as floats or strings depending on 

the variable.  

Vital sign and HRV data were contained in multi-layer embedded dictionaries under the 

keys ‘HRVMetrics’ and ‘VitalSigns’, in which the number of minutes surrounding the event 

parameter were used as the keys, in our case ‘20’ for 20 minutes and ‘30’ for 30 minutes as the 

initial dictionary layer. As an example, if ‘20’ is given as the minutes surrounding the event 

parameter, then indices range from -20 to 20 with 0 representing the event point. For each metric 

under both ‘20’ and ‘30’ keys, the time series was captured in ‘value’ and ‘index’ sub-keys. This 

creates a structure like that presented in Figure 7; a two-level embedded dictionary. To remove 

identifying data, specific times were not included and the time reformatted to indices. Indices 

were calculated by taking the difference in minutes between the event time and each element in 

the time series surrounding the event. This same technique was repeated for vital sign data. 
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Figure 7. Example of document-oriented storage of event-based data. Python dictionary 

structure with key:value pairs. Nested dictionaries are used for waveform (HRV and vital 

sign), changepoint’s found, lactate clearance and if pressors are on at the same time. 

Changepoint detection is a method of time series analysis in which the point at which a 

change in a series occurs is identified. Changepoint detection was calculated during the creation 

of our events. As we were using pre-defined surrounding time values, changepoint data could be 

calculated in the generation of data. This pre-processing was done to help increase speed and 

efficiency when exploring data. Once calculated, the changepoint location (index) and 

significance (p-value) were added to the dictionary. Two calculated parameters, the magnitude-
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change and event-changepoint time were also added. Changepoint detection will be discussed in 

more detail in Section 4.3.1. 

Due to limited lactate data available, a standardized lactate clearance time was used. We 

calculated lactate clearance to be the time between the first value of lactate ≥2.0 and the closest 

following value of lactate <2.0. This measure was not dependent on the day but rather a general 

measure of lactate clearance. Lactate clearance was stored in another dictionary under the key 

‘lactate_patient_clearance’.  

We were also interested in the number of other vasopressor interventions occurring at the 

same time so ‘other_pressors_on’ was added to the main dictionary. Within this embedded 

dictionary the unique identifiers for events were used as keys to contain the type of vasopressor 

on at the same time.  

4.1.4 Data Source Storage 

Structured in Python dictionaries, our event-based data can be classified as semi-

structured data, meaning the basic key-value structure is maintained; however, each event does 

not have to contain the same key-value pairs. Semi-structured data is stored most commonly in 

document-oriented databases instead of the traditional relational databases. Relational databases 

can be thought of as table style storage with columns and rows that are defined by a schema. The 

schema defines a set of blueprints for the tables and relationships between tables in the database. 

For data sets with missing data, ‘none’ values are used as placeholders within the table. In 

contrast, document-oriented databases store the data in documents with no predefined schema. 

Documents are connected through references to each other, creating relationships within the data.  

Semi-structured data does not have the same level of predictability in its organization as 

structured data. Semi-structured data can be stored in XML, Javascript Object Notation (JSON), 

CSV and tab-delimited files. Recall that we used semi-structured data in our data flow (Chapter 
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3) to house waveform data (XML) and participant waveform data (CSV). Our event-based data 

was stored in JSON files. JSON files, based on the Javascript object-oriented language, are used 

to store simple objects in text files. Data is contained in standard data interchange format, which 

is language independent, lightweight, as well as human and machine readable. Popular document-

oriented databases like MongoDB use JSON to store records [36]. Both XML and JSON are two 

of the most common formats for data interchange on the web. JSON is liked for its less verbose 

approach to storage which makes for smaller files. Python supports JSON files with a built-in 

module.  

The event-based data for EVENTIVe is stored in a list of dictionaries which was 

serialized and stored in a JSON file. This data could then be loaded into a list of dictionaries 

when it needed to be used (in the initial load of EVENTIVe on the server). In total 334 events 

were identified, with 258 events of interest (129 P_ON, 129 P_OFF) and 76 control events (16 

P_STABLE, 60 P_NONE).  

4.2 The EVENTIVe Platform 

With the creation of our event-based data came the challenge of how to effectively 

navigate and explore the data. Initially, we approached our data analysis by running our scripts 

over all events and attempting to account for possible relationships within the data. However, this 

proved to be a tedious and inefficient analysis technique. As our data was complex, this approach 

did not allow for dynamic investigation into relationships and cohorts that behaved similarly. To 

best accomplish the exploration of our data we decided to develop an event-based visualization 

tool.  

In the conception of our visualization platform we had several requirements of our tool. 

First, the platform needed to facilitate exploratory analysis. Exploratory analysis is an interactive 

approach through which relevant characteristics and interesting information are found within 
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complex data in order to generate hypotheses [22], [29], [30]. Importantly, this interactive 

analysis relies on the inclusion of a human investigator invested in extracting information from 

the data. With complex data, such as the HRV data we used in our study, exploratory analysis 

provides researchers with the appropriate tools to sift through the data; an unexpected observation 

could lead to a new research direction. Under this requirement, the platform developed needed to 

have the ability for users to interact with the data and its analysis. This would also encompass 

outlier detection and selection, allowing events that are clearly physiologically different to be 

identified. Second, the platform should be accessible. For us, this meant that the platform should 

be web-based. Web-based applications reduce the local environment constrictions and allow for a 

greater distribution of the tool. Finally, the platform should be visualization-based, meaning all 

analysis components were displayed and interaction was done using visual components. 

EVENTIVe is the event-based interactive, exploratory, visualization platform we 

developed. Utilizing our requirements, EVENTIVe is an online tool for investigating the response 

of HRV to vasopressors to generate hypotheses and identify key characteristics in the complex 

data. Importantly, all visualizations found on EVENTIVe can be downloaded and saved using the 

save icon found on each plot. A description of the HRV metrics included on the platform can be 

found by using the “Information Button” and also in Appendix F. Full code for EVENTIVe can 

be found at https://github.com/CONDUITlab/EVENTIVe . 

4.3 Analysis Options 

In our preliminary work using retrospective data (Chapter 2), we investigated approaches 

for HRV analysis for our research question. These techniques were extended and adapted in 

EVENTIVe.  In this section we outline the analysis options provided by the platform. 

 

https://github.com/CONDUITlab/EVENTIVe
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4.3.1 Changepoint 

The ECG recording is an example of a continuous time series, while the sampled RRI 

series is a discrete time series and similarly, the HRV metrics themselves are a time series. Each 

HRV metric produced contains potentially valuable information in its variation over time, which 

led to our investigation into the analysis of HRV as a time series. 

When investigating a time series one of the main elements of interest is whether changes 

occurred and where that change is in the series. This is changepoint detection. Changepoint 

detection has not been used widely in conjunction with HRV but more often with other 

physiological waveforms. Changepoints identified in respiratory variables were found to be 

clinically significant, using the Cumulative Sum (CUSUM) method [37]. Changepoint detection 

has recently been applied to panic attack prediction models to distinguish between pre-panic and 

non-panic intervals successfully, using physiological time series from a wearable device [38], 

[39]. In a 2013 paper, the number of changes per day in HRV metrics were calculated using 

changepoint detection, and the authors found that for some metrics, a higher frequency of 

changepoints was associated with clinically significant events [40]. 

As described by Yang et al. [37], CUSUM, first defined by Page in 1954, provides 

understandable results for both sustained and large-amplitude changes unlike other change 

detection methods, such as Kalman filter, which identify short changes more effectively. This 

sensitivity to extreme changes make CUSUM suitable for use in patient monitoring data due to 

frequent fluctuations in the data [37], [41]. The basic CUSUM approach is to divide the data into 

subsets, and sequentially sum over the subsets. If a difference is found over a set threshold, a 

changepoint has been found. The subsets (𝑆) are from the data 𝑥𝑛. The average of all data in 𝑥𝑛 is 

�̅�. The cumulative sums are calculated using 𝑆𝑛 =  𝑆𝑛−1 + (𝑋𝑖 − �̅�), where the current sum is 
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increased by the difference between the current point and the average for each iteration. Changes 

in the CUSUM above a threshold indicate a potential changepoint is present. 

We chose the Pettitt non-parametric changepoint algorithm [42] which utilizes CUSUM 

and per our requirements yields only one changepoint, identified to be the most likely [42]. The 

null hypothesis for the Pettitt test is that observations are independent and identically distributed, 

that is, no change is present [42], [43]. The algorithm works by sampling the data and comparing 

the distributions before and after the cut-off point, using CUSUM. If a potential changepoint is 

identified, the significance is calculated using a test for comparing independent samples [41]. The 

Pettitt non-parametric changepoint algorithm is implemented in the R trend package. The non-

parametric test statistic is  

𝐾𝑇 = max |𝑈𝑡,𝑇| for 𝑇 variables, where 

𝑈𝑡,𝑇 =  ∑ ∑ 𝑠𝑔𝑛(𝑋𝑖 − 𝑋𝑗)

𝑇

𝑗=𝑡+1

𝑡

𝑖=1

 

and 1 ≤ 𝑡 < 𝑇 [42]. A signum function is used here 

𝑠𝑔𝑛(𝑋𝑖 − 𝑋𝑗) = {
0

−1
1

 
, 𝑥 > 0
, 𝑥 = 0
, 𝑥 < 0

 

This 𝑈𝑡,𝑇 statistic is used for comparing two independent samples in the same population, 

equivalent to Mann-Whitney U test [42], [44]. If 𝐾𝑇 is significant, a changepoint was found. If 

there is a changepoint, the Pettitt test returns the significance of this point and where in the time 

series it occurred.  
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Figure 8. Changepoint detection of four HRV metrics’ response to vasopressor intervention 

in the same patient. Variation in response within the same patient and event is shown. Blue 

vertical lines are the start and stop time of a vasopressor intervention. Orange vertical line 

denotes the changepoint found through the Pettit non-parametric algorithm. Green points 
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are highlighted as at least 25% different from the 10-minute baseline average before the 

intervention. 

We explored this algorithm initially using the TOH data, to examine how it responded to 

HRV and determine an effective visualization for this type of analysis. Using the TOH HRV time 

series, encompassing two hours before a vasopressor intervention, the duration of the 

intervention, and two hours after the intervention, the Pettitt changepoint algorithm was used to 

investigate correlations with vasopressor interventions and significant changes in HRV. The HRV 

time series was graphed with start, stop, and changepoint times indicated (Figure 8). In some 

patients a strong correlation was found between the location of the changepoint and the start or 

stop of an intervention; while in others, no apparent correlations were found. Even within the 

same patient the temporal approximation changed across metrics. From this preliminary test of 

changepoint detection using HRV as a time series we concluded that the Pettitt algorithm fit with 

our research question and data. We then included this form of time series analysis into the 

EVENTIVe platform. 

The Pettitt changepoint algorithm is implemented effectively in the R trend package and 

is not implemented in a Python library (to the best of our knowledge). A Python module RPy2 has 

been created to integrate the statistical power of R with the all-purpose language of Python by 

developing the ability to call R functions within Python scripts. We utilized this module to call 

Pettitt in R within our Python script. For each event and each waveform (HRV metrics and vital 

signs) the list of waveform values was used in the Pettitt changepoint algorithm. The Pettitt 

algorithm returned the p-value and associated location in the series of waveform values where the 

changepoint was likely to occur. The p-value and changepoint-location were concatenated in a list 

and returned.  
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Using the changepoint location, changepoint-magnitude and event-changepoint time were 

calculated as methods of analyzing the relationship between the changepoint and event. 

Changepoint-magnitude was calculated by subtracting the value of the waveform at the event 

start from the value at the changepoint (𝑣𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡  −  𝑣𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡). This measure reflects the scale 

of the change (delta HRV) in the series between when the event occurred and when the 

changepoint was found. Event-changepoint time was calculated by taking the difference in time 

between the changepoint and event, representing the relationship between the changepoint and 

event start time. It is represented in minutes with negative values indicating that the changepoint 

occurred before the event. 

Changepoint analysis and the two quantitative measures we defined can be used to 

investigate the response of a waveform to an event. A temporal proximity between the 

changepoint and the event time may be an indicator of the physiological effect of an intervention.  

4.3.2 Clustering 

Unlike our changepoint analysis, clustering was not completed in the creation of the 

event-based data but rather done dynamically within the EVENTIVe platform. Since the number 

of clusters could change based on the user-selected combination of events, therefore, this analysis 

could not be done during pre-processing. Two approaches to clustering were used, hierarchical 

and K-Means. In this section, the approach to these clustering methods will be discussed, 

including the format of data used, the algorithm, and cluster labelling.  

Clustering was included as methods of examining similar waveform responses and 

trajectories, grouping them together then labelling and interpreting. As will be discussed, 

hierarchical clustering visually showed how HRV behaved overtime while K-Means had more of 

a static visualization which showed special separation of the data. These two types of clustering 
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were included as a starting point for what types of algorithms and exploration approaches are 

available to be included on EVENTIVe.  

4.3.2.1 Hierarchical Clustering 

In our retrospective analysis we utilized hierarchical clustering in the R language to look 

at HRV trajectory for the MIMIC II data set. Within the EVENTIVe platform we use a Python 

based function with our event-based data. We used the SciPy Python module, an ecosystem for 

math, science and engineering [45], to implement our updated hierarchical method. 

In HCA, a similarity matrix (distance matrix) is calculated using the characteristics 

(variables) of the data chosen. This can be calculated over columns or rows of the data source. 

We defined a heatmap() function which takes in the data, number of clusters and plotting 

parameters. Data was passed into the function as a pandas DF. First, the linkage() function within 

scipy.clustering.hierarchy module was used to perform hierarchical (agglomerative) clustering. 

This function is passed in a matrix of observations and returns a linkage matrix encoding the 

hierarchical clustering [45]. Generally, this algorithm works such that given a distance function 

(dist(c1,c2)) and a set of objects X = {x1,…,xn}[46]: 

for each xi in X 

 ci = {xi} 

end for 

C = {ci, …, cn) 

while the size of the C is greater than 1 do 

 cmin1, cmin2 = min dist(ci,cj) for all ci,cj in C 

 Remove cmin1 and cmin2 from cluster set 

 Add {cmin1,cmin2} to C 

end while 

 

We chose Ward variance minimization as our distance function. The Ward approach is 

defined as a general agglomerative hierarchical clustering procedure, in which the Euclidean 

distance between clusters is minimized [47]. 
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Next, the linkage matrix generated was passed into the SciPy dendrogram() function 

which returned the parameters needed to plot the hierarchical clustering as a dendrogram 

structured as a dictionary [45]. The general approach of hierarchical clustering is as follows, 

def heatmap(data, n_clusters) 

 matrix = data as matrix 

 den_plot,cluster_labels = getDendrogram(matrix, n_clusters) 

 transfer cluster_labels to matrix 

 create Bokeh figure #heatmap 

 join heatmap and den_plot in layout 

 return layout 

 

def getDendrogram(matrix, n_clusters) 

 generate linkage from matrix using “Ward” method 

 if n_clusters not set, infer from data 

  create dendrogram(linkage) 

 else #n_clusters set by user 

  while den_cluster_num != n_clusters and threshold > 0 

   create dendrogram(linkage) 

   reduce threshold 

  if threshold < 0 

   use closest den_cluster_num to n_clusters 

 create Bokeh figure of dendrogram  

return Bokeh figure, cluster_labels 

 

SciPy’s dendrogram algorithm does not allow for the specification of the number of 

clusters, but rather infers this from the data in a true unsupervised ML approach. In our platform 

we wanted to include the option for users to specify the number of clusters, along with inferring 

them from the data. To account for this, we created a function which modifies the distance 

threshold of the dendrogram function, generating numerous dendrogram options. The distance 

threshold is the level of variation within a cluster (based on the linkage matrix) that is allowed. 

Once a dendrogram with the specified number of clusters was found, it was returned. Finally, to 

incorporate the heatmap visualization of hierarchical clustering, a plot was generated using the 

HRV values in the series. Utilizing the cluster order of the data from the dendrogram generation, 
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data was sorted to match, then graphed using a colour scale with events on the y-axis and time on 

the x-axis. 

Heatmaps and hierarchical clustering allow for the visualization of HRV trajectory. By 

using this analysis on event-based data, the trajectory of waveforms surrounding an event can be 

viewed, providing another method of exploring the response of the waveform to the event. Events 

with similar trajectories will tend to cluster together, with the waveform behaving similarly in 

those events. Such visualization and clustering may help to explore what those events have in 

common and how their similarities can be used in precision treatment approaches.  

4.3.2.2 K-Means Clustering 

Scikit-learn is a machine learning module in Python which is built upon the algorithms 

used in SciPy and other modules [48]. For our purposes, this module provides an efficient 

implementation of the K-Means clustering algorithm that would work with our data. K-Means is 

a type of unsupervised learning which seeks to classify all data points in a set into K clusters. The 

assignment of a data point into class k is dependent on the similarity between its features and the 

features of those data already assigned to that class. This is calculated using the within cluster 

sum of squares criterion, also known as Euclidean distance, written as ∑ 𝑚𝑖𝑛(||𝑥𝑗  − 𝜇𝑖||2)𝑁
𝑖=0 . 

Using a data set X = {x1,…,xn} with feature vectors {x(1), …, x(n)} the label (c(i)) for 

each datapoint is predicted along with k centroids. This algorithm has three main steps [49], 

where euc_dist() is the Euclidean distance function: 

initialize cluster centroids µ1,…,µk randomly 

repeat until convergence 

 for each i in N 

#assign point to nearest cluster 

  c(i) = min euc_dist(x(i),µj)  

 for each j 

  #update centroid location 

  µj = average x
(i)if labelled c(i) where c(i)= j 
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The Scikit-learn KMeans function was used to model the pandas DF of waveform data 

into the user specified number of clusters. Each event was assigned a class based on its features 

(the waveform data surrounding the event time based on the minutes surrounding the event 

selected). This meant our data dimensionality was too complex to graph visually. Importantly, we 

chose to add silhouette analysis to allow the number of clusters to be estimated from the data, 

instead of being user-specified. Silhouette analysis is used to examine the consistency of data 

contained in each cluster. We are interested in the similarity of the response of HRV to an event 

(consistency of the response); therefore, this type of cluster interpretation was used. Using 

Sklearn’s silhouette function, after K-Means, the separation between clusters was compared to a 

threshold. If the separation between clusters is above the threshold, the results of K-Means are 

returned, if it is below the threshold then a new cluster number is chosen and compared against 

the threshold. The threshold was defined as the average silhouette for all clusters under that 

cluster number. The pseudocode for this K-Means approach is as follows: 

def kmeansClustering(data,n_clusters) 

 matrix = data as a matrix 

 cluster labels = silhouetteAnalysis(matrix) 

 2DMatrix = PCA(matrix) 

 transfer cluster labels to 2DMatrix 

 create Bokeh figure 

 return Bokeh figure 

 

def silhouetteAnalysis(matrix) 

 for n_cluster 

  cluster_labels = KMeans(n_clusters) 

  threshold = silhouette_avg(matrix, cluster_labels) 

 silhouette_values = silhouette_samples(matrix,  

cluster_labels) 

  for each cluster 

   if all silhouette_values >= threshold 

    return cluster_labels 

To reduce our data dimensionality for visualization, Principle Component Analysis 

(PCA) was performed. PCA works to reduce possibly correlated features into a smaller number of 
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uncorrelated features. The first principle component (PC) accounts for the majority of variability 

in the data, with the remaining variability encompassed in the succeeding components. For our 

purposes, clusters were determined using the entire feature set and cluster assignments transferred 

to the reduced feature set from PCA. The first two PCs were graphed for a 2D representation of 

our data. A 2D representation was chosen for its simplicity in showing the separation of data with 

colour separation of the clusters. We were not concerned in this thesis with the shape of the 

cluster shown through higher dimensional visualization; these could be included in future 

versions of EVENTIVe. 

K-Means clustering uses the waveform data as features from which it determines clusters. 

Similar to hierarchical clustering, events with similar waveform patterns will typically be 

clustered together. In this way, K-Means helps to explore what events have similar waveform 

trajectories and what these events have in common. If common clinical features are found, then 

the response of the waveform may be useful for individualized treatments. 

4.3.3 Percent Change and Individual Event Graphs  

A previously published paper examining HRV in sepsis used an individualized 

percentage change in variability to account for the changeability between patients [50]. We 

adopted this same strategy in our analysis of HRV. Percent change was calculated and used to 

colour individual points in the HRV time series for a visual representation of change. Unlike 

Ahmad et al. [50], instead of looking at the onset of a disease (sepsis) we were interested in the 

response to a vasopressor intervention. Therefore, using a similar strategy as [50], a baseline 

average was calculated using HRV from before the vasopressor intervention of interest. 

Vasopressor interventions in our data were in the order of hours; therefore, a baseline duration of 

10 minutes was used to calculate the baseline average. For each element of the HRV time series, 

its percent change is calculated using the following formula: 
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𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 =  
𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 − 𝐻𝑅𝑉 𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐

𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒
  ×  100 

A priori a significant percent change was defined as a 25% change. To visualize these results, 

percent change was used as a colour threshold, where points in the HRV time series which had a 

percent change of greater than 25% were highlighted in the time series. This then generates a 

vector of colour codes for use in graphing.  

We first investigated percent change using retrospective data, the TOH data set 

(Appendix B). This was done to determine which thresholds and time frames to use when 

investigating HRV and vasopressor interventions. The vasopressor event from the TOH data 

shown in Figure 9 (A,B) shows an evident correlation between vasopressor intervention and 

significant percent change for SDNN and a less strong correlation with LFPower. In the bottom 

of Figure 9 (C), another patient is shown with no evident relationship between percent change and 

vasopressor event.   

On EVENTIVe, percent change analysis is included through the option to visualize 

selected events individually. The selection of the option to plot individual events generates 

visualizations using the same approach as described above. 

Importantly, this type of visualization is available as a sub-exploration for changepoint 

analysis, hierarchical clustering, and K-Means clustering. Events can be selected from the 

changepoint and clustering visualizations using Bokeh’s built-in interactive figure tools. The 

waveforms for selected events can then be individually graphed and viewed. This provides a 

visual representation of the events on an individual level, allowing the user to compare and 

contrast the response of the waveform to the event. 
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Figure 9. Percent change analysis of HRV metric response to vasopressor interventions in 

two TOH (retrospective data) patients. A) Patient 1, SDNN percent change occurs and is 

sustained after initiation. B) LF metric shows no discernible pattern. C) Patient 2, SDNN 

percent change is not sustained. Vertical lines indicate the start and stop of the vasopressor 

intervention. Green points are highlighted as at least 25% different than the 10-minute pre-

intervention baseline. 
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4.4 Data Visualization 

Data visualization consists of viewing aspects of data using visual objects and attempts to 

communicate the importance of data universally using pictorial representations. This type of 

representation aims to immerse investigators in the data exploration process [51]. Generally, 

visual data exploration has the advantage of being able to handle non-homogeneous and noisy 

data along with being intuitive and requiring little-to-no understanding of mathematical/statistical 

approaches [51]. Additionally, with the inclusion of human interaction, visual data exploration 

provides a higher degree of confidence in the results [51]. These advantageous characteristics of 

data visualization align with the exploratory nature of our EVENTIVe platform.  

4.4.1 Python Bokeh Module 

Bokeh is a Python library that provides interactive JavaScript plotting [52]. Bokeh is used 

to create data visualizations which can be manipulated by the user based on the parameters set by 

the developer. Bokeh uses web browsers for presentation. One of the main benefits of Bokeh is 

that graphics are built up layer by layer, by adding components (glyphs) to the basic figure class. 

From a developer perspective, this allowed us to create the exact visualizations we wanted 

designed while maximizing their clarity and effectiveness in communicating information. Bokeh 

creates objects (called models) including tables, buttons, radio buttons, sliders, and figures. 

Models are combined and stored in documents according to a specified layout; that is, a document 

is a serialized collection of models [52]. Layouts are based on columns and rows in a table format 

where each model can occupy one or more cells.  

Bokeh Applications consist of Python code which creates documents and run background 

functionality. We developed EVENTIVe as a Bokeh application to create documents of 

interactive visualization. Importantly, we ran EVENTIVe on the Bokeh server. By using the 

Bokeh server, each time a connection was made, the application code was run to create a new 
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document. This document was converted to JSON and was used by the client library BokehJS, 

synchronizing it to the browser. In the EVENTIVe application code, data were loaded, callbacks 

for models and widgets were defined, data analysis was completed, and visualizations were 

generated. We structured our application in a directory format where all files were contained in a 

main folder named after our platform, EVENTIVe. Sub-folders were created, “Static” to hold 

graphics and help pages which had no interactive components, and “data” which contained our 

event-based JSON data. All other scripts were contained in the main folder, including our 

analysis scripts.  
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Figure 10. High-level overview of EVENTIVe function flow. Within the main function 

widgets (blue) are loaded and linked to their callback functions then grouped into a 

document (light grey) which is used by the web browser. When each analysis option is 

clicked (Time Series, Heatmap, KMeansClustering ) the associated algorithm function 

(green) is clicked which utilizes the data source of data. The algorithms return the figures or 

figure (orange). The StatsGraph function is also called which updates the clinical and 

demographic data in the outcome panel based on the division through the analysis 
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algorithm. The figure, outcome panel figures, as well as buttons for saving, labelling and 

graphic individual graphs are combined into a layout and sent back to the main function, 

updating the document. 

An overview of the high-level function flow for EVENTIVe is illustrated in Figure 10 

and the EVENTIVe user interface in Figure 11. Here a summary of our EVENTIVe design and 

functionality will be discussed. Within the main() function, the homepage layout is loaded. The 

homepage layout includes Buttons for the analysis options (KMeans, Time series boxplot, 

Heatmap) along with their associated RadioButton options, multi-select ButtonGroups for metrics 

and vasopressor types, ButtonGroups for minutes surrounding event and waveform types, links to 

help and information pages, and Tabs pane for data visualization. All buttons defined had 

accompanying Python callbacks, which were functions called when the button was clicked. 

Importantly, callback functions are called by an event such as ‘click’ or ‘change’, which are 

methods within the model.  

Filter buttons worked to help the user filter and select data of interest. Each of these 

button groups call their associated callback functions, which utilize Python list comprehension to 

reduce the event-based data into only those that match the criteria. Each list comprehension runs 

in O(N) time and builds off each other. That is, once one filter has been applied the next filter 

searches the reduced data set. 

In general, callback functions for the analysis buttons work by calling their corresponding 

functions which return the Bokeh figure. This is then used to update the content of the appropriate 

page in the data visualization tab model. Using filtered data, a Bokeh ColumnDataSource is 

created. A ColumnDataSource is a fundamental data structure in Bokeh, mapping column names 

to sequences [52], this structure is similar to Pandas DFs and R DFs. ColumnDataSources can 

have callback functions. This data source is passed into our functions for analysis and 

visualization. After conducting analyses, these functions create Bokeh figures by stacking glyphs.  
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Figure 11. EVENTIVe user interface. 1) Banner; 2) Analysis panel; 3) Waveform type 

select; 4,6,7) Analysis buttons; 5) Slider for selection of cluster number; 8) Options for K-

Means clustering; 9) Multi-select for which metrics to use; 10,11,12) Filter options; 13) Help 

and information pages; 14) Data visualization tab. 
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For data visualization, time series analysis was shown in a modified boxplot, hierarchical 

clustering in a heatmap with a dendrogram and K-Means in a scatter plot with colour coded 

clusters. The algorithms for these analysis techniques have been previously described in this 

chapter. Examples of each of these visualizations for the same metric is found in Figure 12. 

 

Figure 12. Sample data visualization from EVENTIVe for PoincareSD2 (SDNN) HRV 

metric. A) Time series boxplots of changepoint-magnitude and event-changepoint time, 

median and first and third quartiles are shown. B) Scatter plot of the first two PCs from K-

Means clustering with five colour coded clusters identified. C) Hierarchical clustering 

colour scaled heatmap and dendrogram identifying two main clusters. 
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We also included an Outcome Panel, which is a grouping of Bokeh figures showing 

outcomes and demographic characteristics of interest divided into groups based on the analysis. 

These bar charts (categorial data) and modified boxplots (continuous data) have associated Chi-

squared contingency and Kruskal-Wallis statistical values to quantify the difference in these 

characteristics across the groups. Importantly, these figures rely on a separate ColumnDataSource 

containing different data from the events. Statistical analyses were performed by using this data 

source, splitting the data according to the groups then comparing variance across the groups. The 

SciPy module stats library was used to calculate the p-values. Included in the outcome panel were 

continuous parameters lactate clearance, APACHEII score, SOFA score, and the number of other 

vasopressors on at the same time, along with categorical variables vasopressor type, event type, 

vital status at day 28 and the indicator of whether or not the vasopressor was restarted within 

12hrs. Outcome panel figures were presented in two columns (Figure 13), the left column was the 

entire data set while the right column showed selected data only. When the user selects data from 

the data analysis figure (K-Means, Hierarchical or Time series) the data in the right column is 

updated to highlight selected values. Interactions with Bokeh figures is generally enabled by 

linking a data source to a figure, then using native methods when a user selects data, individual 

elements become highlighted in the figure. This is done by changing the ‘selected’ parameter 

within the data source to include only selected data not the entire data set. In the outcome panel, 

data shown in the figures is different from that  in the main analysis graph. Therefore, a callback 

on the main analysis graph ColumnDataSource is used to transfer the ‘selected’ flag to the data 

used in the outcome panel graphs.  
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Figure 13. Example of K-Means clustering visualization and corresponding outcome panel 

(with subset of variables) for the HFPower HRV metric. A) Entire dataset with three 
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identified clusters shown. B) User selected data is highlighted while the rest is muted, and 

C) the outcome panel with lactate clearance (with Kruskal-Wallis statistic) and Event type 

(with Chi-squared contingency statistic). Left column is the entire data set (based on A) and 

right is the updated visualisations for the selected data (from B). 

The analysis figure and outcome panel are organized in a layout which includes buttons 

for labelling data, saving data as a CSV file, and graphing individual events in a layout. This 

layout was then returned to the main function where the corresponding page in the data 

visualization tab widget was updated. The label button used a callback function to update the 

‘label’ field in the ColumnDataSource for the figure with the user-specified text label for the 

selected data. To download labelled datasets, a save button was incorporated. This function used 

a simple JavaScript code to take pre-defined information from the figures ColumnDataSource and 

create a CSV formatted file. Individual graphs refer to Bokeh figures formatted like those in 

Section 4.3.3, where changepoint as well as event time are denoted using vertical lines and 

percent change was used to highlight the time series. When clicked, this button initiates its 

callback function which uses data in the event dictionaries to create the figure and colours points 

in the series using percent change. The list of figures returned was incorporated in a layout and 

passed back to the main function to update the appropriate page in the data visualization tab. 
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Chapter 5 

Data Exploration Using EVENTIVe 

In this chapter we describe the usage and advantages of EVENTIVe and outline what is 

different in this type of analysis. The explorations and results presented here are not exhaustive, 

nor do they encompass all that EVENTIVe can do. Further we present a sample of initial 

exploration results, aimed at describing what type of data investigation is possible using our 

event-based data and interactive visualization platform. We will first describe some initial results 

using time series analysis, hierarchical clustering, and K-Means clustering and then outline some 

advantages for event-based data exploration 

5.1 Sample Results 

5.1.1 Time Series Analysis 

On the platform, users can visualize time series changepoint analysis of the waveform 

data associated with each event. To characterise the changepoint, changepoint-magnitude, and the 

changepoint-event time are used to gauge the response of HRV to vasopressor interventions. 

Users can select between combinations of event types. If an HRV metric is chosen, such as 

SDLEalpha, the time series analysis can be completed over different combinations of the event 

types. The visualizations of these comparisons using time series analysis can be found in Figure 

14 for the SDLEalpha HRV metric. When all four event types are compared (Figure 14 A), 

changepoint-magnitude had a smaller distribution around the median than the event-changepoint 

time. Under this metric, the event-changepoint time in both P_ON and P_OFF events had similar 

distributions, with a median of approximately 3 minutes before the labelled event time (Figure 14 

B). The event-changepoint time for the control events, P_OFF and P_NONE, tended to occur 4 
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minutes after the labelled event time (Figure 14 C). As will be discussed in the limitations of this 

thesis (Section 6.1), due to clinical charting practices and the monitoring setup in the Kidd 2 ICU 

in KGH, we were unable to get exact times of the interventions. Therefore, there may be variation 

in the event times for P_ON and P_OFF events. When the P_ON and P_OFF events were each 

compared with both controls, significant differences in the event-changepoint times were found 

(Figure 14 D and E). Recall that in our retrospective analysis and in literature, the use of 

traditional statistic approaches on complex data and big data has been debated [15] (Chapter 1). 

The components of the data which make it complex may not be accounted for in statistical 

analysis. This emphasizes one of the benefits of EVENTIVe, namely the visualization of results. 

P-values have been said to be misused and often misinterpreted [53]–[55]; which in turn leads to 

some concern when they are used as the main finding from an investigation. To combat this, 

EVENTIVe provides users with a visual representation of the data from which the p-value was 

generated. Like our retrospective results, the exploration of the SDLEalpha metric using 

EVENTIVe reveals statistically significant values in some time series analyses. However, when 

these significant p-values are accompanied by visualizations, one can see that the variation of 

event-changepoint time for each event is large and suggests that no real differences are present.  
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Figure 14. Event-changepoint time results for the SDLEalpha HRV metric under different 

combinations of event types. A) All four event types, B) events of interest, C) controls, D) 

P_ON compared to controls and E) P_OFF compared to controls. Boxplots show median, 

first and third quartiles. 

This type of analysis can be repeated for all other metrics and combinations of event type, 

vasopressor type and length of time series available in the data set. Though this sounds time 
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consuming, EVENTIVe allows users to do this in a quick and efficient manner. Unlike the 

tedious process of editing code to select different combinations of the data and visualizing each 

metric individually, EVENTIVe allows users to select any number of metrics in any combination 

to analyse and plot simultaneously. Additionally, as opposed to running all combinations and 

generating a table of p-values, EVENTIVe includes a visual component for each comparison. 

This encourages the user not to take the statistical results at face-value but rather investigate the 

distribution of the complex data. 

5.1.2 K-Means Clustering 

K-Means clustering on EVENTIVe uses the time series surrounding an event as the 

features to determine the event’s similarity to other events. One of the benefits of EVENTIVe is 

that users can specify what subset of data they wish to explore. The length and portion of time 

series could be selected from these options: 40 or 60-minutes surrounding and encompassing the 

event, 20 or 30 minutes before the event, 20 or 30 minutes after the event or the first time point 

after the event. If multiple metrics are selected their time series are concatenated to create a large 

feature set to be used as input. 

As an example, K-Means was used to explore HRV response to only P_ON events using 

the HFPower metric. When HFPower was used with the 40-minute time series, the K-Means 

algorithm identified three clusters which appeared to be spatially different in the PCA plot 

(Figure 15 top). In EVENTIVe’s outcome panel several clinical and demographic variables are 

present and are grouped based on cluster labels.  HFPower did have significant differences in 

lactate clearance, APACHE II score, and vasopressor type. Using the portions of the time series, 

users can also investigate which sub-series provides more distinguishing features for clustering. 

When 20 minutes after the event series was selected for HFPower, three clusters were labelled 

(Figure 15 bottom) with significant differences in their SOFA score for the day and vasopressor 
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type across the clusters. In using 20 minutes before the event, the four clusters identified had 

differences across APACHE II, vasopressor type and SOFA score for the day of the event.  

 

Figure 15.  K-Means visualization using two portions of the HFPower metric time series. 

(Top) Using 20 minutes before the event, four clusters were identified and (Bottom) using 20 

minutes after the event, three clusters were identified.  
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Figure 16. Significant differences in a sample of outcome panel variables for HFPower 

metric under K-Means clustering using (left) 20 minutes before the event and (right) 20 

minutes after the event. 

K-Means clustering results using the HFPower metric are outlined in Figures 15 and 16. 

In our event-based data there are four vasopressor types: norepinephrine (64.7%), vasopressin 

(18.7%), epinephrine (10.7%), and dobutamine (5.9%). One can see that norepinephrine is 

enriched in cluster “2” (Figure 16 left) with 90.9% norepinephrine and in cluster “1” (Figure 16 

right) with 86.5% norepinephrine when compared to the other clusters. While the APACHEII 

score has a wide dispersion of scores in each cluster and visually are not clearly separated, daily 

SOFA score is more definitively clustered (Figure 16). Though the estimation of more clusters 

may seem like better prediction, we can see through the visualization that overall the clustering in 
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both cases seems to yield similar results in the outcome panel. Through EVENTIVe users could 

download a labelled data set of this data as well as hover over the data points to see if the same 

events are clustered together in both cases. The high percentage of norepinephrine events in some 

clusters may therefore be investigated further. 

From these preliminary uses of EVENTIVe’s K-Means algorithm we see that it is 

possible to explore single event types as well as utilize sub-sets of the HRV metric time series. 

Through K-Means we can cluster events based on similar time series and abstract those clusters 

easily to clinical and demographic information. With the accompanying visualization of the 

clinical and demographic data users can see how the clustering translates to associated data. 

EVENTIVe does the work for the researcher, transferring the cluster labels to numerous outcome 

variables instead of having to do this manually. Again, researchers can use their own intuition to 

help determine how best to interpret the p-value from statistical analysis.  

5.1.3 Hierarchical Clustering 

For clustering analysis EVENTIVe allows users to specify the cluster number or choose 

to infer it from the data using ML techniques. This allows the investigator to be involved in the 

analysis and utilizes aspects of the visualization. As an example, when the Shannon entropy 

metric was used, the hierarchical clustering algorithm identifies two clusters; however, visually 

through the heatmap five clusters can be seen (Figure 17).  
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Figure 17. Hierarchical clustering of Shannon entropy HRV metric using (left) ML 

silhouette and (right) user-specified cluster numbers. Events are on y-axis, 40-minute time 

series surrounding and encompassing the events on the x-axis. Dendrogram clustering along 

with right-hand side of the figure. 
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Figure 18. Sample demographics and outcomes for hierarchical clustering using Shannon 

entropy HRV metric using user-specified cluster number (5). 

When divided into two clusters lactate clearance, APACHE II, daily SOFA score, 

number vasopressors re-started within 12 hours, patient sex, event type, vasopressor type and 

vital status at day 28 values were evenly distributed between the two clusters. When five clusters 

are used, there are significant differences in some outcomes and demographics including lactate 

clearance, patient sex, and vital status at day 28 (Figure 18). Within our event-based data patient 

sex is distributed with 41.1% female and 58.9% male and vital status at day 28 is divided among 

three categories alive (63.5%), expired (33.8%), and unknown (2.7%). We can see that cluster 
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“m” is predominantly female with low SOFA scores and cluster “y” has a significantly large 

proportion of patients alive at day 28 and high SOFA scores. Through EVENTIVe we see that 

clusters “m” and “y” present intriguing results which may warrant further investigation.  

For EVENTIVe’s hierarchical clustering algorithm, silhouette analysis was used to 

estimate the number of clusters present. In this example we see that overriding based on visual 

inspection was helpful. In healthcare settings there is resistance towards a fully automated 

system, from unwillingness to trust computers. EVENTIVe allows users to be directly involved in 

data exploration with the ability to manually set parameters based on the interpretation of the data 

visualization.  

In the heatmaps in Figure 17, HRV trajectory is visualized. The shannEn HRV metric 

encompasses the entropy or randomness of the waveform. Events in cluster “r” maintain lower 

levels entropy while cluster “m” contains events with higher entropy. To explore this on a more 

individual event level, events in the “m” and “r” clusters were selected from the heatmap for 

individual graphing. Sample individual plots for both clusters are found in Figure 19. The 

waveform series for events in cluster “m” show a high level of variability (Figure 19 A) with 

elevated entropy and frequency fluctuations in the HRV waveform. In cluster “r” (Figure 19 B) 

the overall level of entropy is lower with more visually defined fluctuations in the waveform. 

Intriguingly, the correlation of changepoint to event time is more common in the “m” cluster with 

respect to the sample P_ON and P_OFF events presented. The top two P_OFF events from Figure 

19 A (middle) have a high event-changepoint proximity. These two events show a less variable 

HRV waveform but higher sustained entropy level after the event occurs. When these events were 

selected, and the clinical and demographic information examined, it was found that both P_OFF 

events from two different patients were in response to a norepinephrine withdrawal. Using 
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EVENTIVe’s different approaches to exploratory analysis these two events with similar HRV 

trajectories and HRV response to vasopressor withdrawal were identified. 

 
Figure 19. Sample individual event plots from the "m" and “r” clusters identified through 

hierarchical clustering of the shannEn HRV metric using user-selected five clusters. A) The 

“m” cluster, (left) P_ON events, (middle) P_OFF events, and (right) P_NONE events. B) 

The “r” cluster, (left) P_ON events, (middle) P_OFF events, and (right) P_STABLE events. 

Event time indicated with red vertical line and changepoint (Pettit algorithm) with blue 
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vertical line. Point in the series found to be at least 25% different than the baseline average 

(10 minutes before event) are highlighted in green. Event ID is indicated in title. 

5.2 Advantages of Event-Based Data Exploration 

Data exploration allows investigators to approach research in a data-driven way – by first 

looking at the data, and then generating hypotheses and inferring relationships. The event-based 

data used in EVENTIVe exemplifies this approach to research. By labelling our data as different 

types of events, we can compare time series based on the type of intervention instead of the 

diagnosis, clinical score, demographic or even individual patient. This allows the data to be the 

driving factor in the analysis, removing some of the biases of the investigator. Clinical and 

demographic characteristics can then be abstracted from the data stored within the events which 

may lead to new research ideas otherwise hidden within the data.  

 Our event-based data source is formatted such that each event is its own entity with 

associated variables. The events are stored as single objects. In this way, EVENTIVe was built 

based on the data. In EVENTIVe’s back-end functionality, searching and processing is 

straightforward where event dictionaries can be searched based on a specified parameter.  

5.2.1 Computational Efficiency of EVENTIVe Analyses 

To evaluate the time efficiency of our platform’s different methods, we looked at the time 

to complete the analysis and generate the visualization, to update the plots on the page, and to 

complete rendering in the browser. The average times over ten iterations for each visualization 

and analysis are found in Table 3. As the volume and complexity of the visualizations increases, 

the time of the analysis and generation of the plots increases as does browser rendering. 

Rendering is the rate-limiting step, accounting for the longest time component.  
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Table 3. Speed comparisons for a selection of EVENTIVe analyses and visualizations.  

 
Metrics 

selected 

Analysis and 

visualization 

(sec) 

Update page 

content 

(sec) 

Browser 

rendering  

(sec) 

Time series 

analysis 

1 1.15 0.347 4.7 

15 4.40 1.21 25.3 

K-Means 
1 0.15 1.90 14.0 

10 0.15 3.44 15.6 

Hierarchical 1 1.37 0.50 33.0 

 

Bokeh takes the documents generated and creates components which form an HTML 

page. It is this HTML template which is sent to the browsers for rendering. As complexity and 

number of components increases within the HTML page, the rendering time increases. Currently, 

our code sends all rendering components for each analysis type in a single batch. Possible 

improvements will be discussed in Chapter 6.  

5.3 Link to EVENTIVe platform 

In this chapter we present a sampling of exploratory approaches that can be completed 

using EVENTIVe and some intriguing results from the initial use of the platform. One of the 

main reasons we chose to create this platform was to encourage collaboration and usage of our 

data set. Currently, EVENTIVe can be accessed through http://shiny.cac.queensu.ca/EVENTIVe . 

  

http://shiny.cac.queensu.ca/EVENTIVe
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Chapter 6 

Conclusions and Future Work 

In this thesis, the advantages of event-based data structuring, as well as data exploration 

through interactive data visualization are described. Starting with retrospective data sets, we 

investigated machine learning, and statistical approaches for the analysis of clinical waveform 

data. The methods chosen were used for exploratory analysis. The structuring of clinical and 

waveform data into an event-based data source was described, along with the use of these event-

based data in the development and implementation of a data exploration platform. On the 

platform hierarchical clustering and K-Means clustering are used to group similar waveforms and 

abstract which they have in common. Time series changepoint detection is used to analyze where 

a change occurs in the time series and how it relates to the events of interest. Exploratory data 

analysis encompasses the use of computer science in harnessing and navigating the complex data 

collected in critical care settings. The work presented here describes such an application. 

6.1 Limitations and Future Directions 

In keeping with good programming practice, we attempted to create re-usable and 

generalized functions as the basis of our platform functionality. To create our event-based data 

and build EVENTIVe we used data from our prospective observational study. Currently, this is 

the only data set available for use on EVENTIVe. However, the process of event-based 

exploratory analysis through EVENTIVe can be used to investigate other data sets where events 

are the focus. This is a future direction of this work. Though most of the functionality in the 

platform is generalized and focused on the event-based structure, some work is needed to 

optimize and ensure that EVENTIVe is usable with other event-based data sets. This includes 

adding new features to the platform, such as preprocessing functionality, where users can upload 
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their own data and select the event of interest around which to center their data.  Then these data 

can be reformatted into our event-based structure and used within EVENTIVe. Other 

optimizations include modifying the formatting code for the page layouts to be suitable to any 

variables within a data source, as currently some of the homepage layout for EVENTIVe is hard-

coded to our event-based dataset. This user-defined analysis would enhance the exploratory 

nature of EVENTIVe. 

As shown in our initial results from EVENTIVe, the browser rendering of our Bokeh 

visualizations increases substantially as the number and complexity of plots grows. Optimization 

of browser rendering is outside the scope of this work but changes to the rendering phases (style 

calculations, layout, painting, and compositing) may improve visualization upload time. Sending 

the visualizations separately to the browser instead of in a batch update for rendering may also 

improve performance.  

Currently, EVENTIVe utilizes a JSON file for storage of a list of event documents to 

house the event-based data. In future versions of EVENTIVe could include the incorporation of a 

No-SQL document style database. Housing the data within a developed database would help to 

enhance the efficiency of searching and querying for subsets of the data, by using the optimized 

algorithms as an alternative to the list comprehension used. 

There were limitations in our data collection methods due to charting methods of the 

ICU, such that our clinical data may not have been recorded precisely. Vasopressor intervention 

times were not always recorded exactly when given, so there is a degree of variability within the 

event-times used. To help account for this, we chose to use longer time series surrounding events 

(20 and 30 minutes) and took the event-changepoint times for P_ON and P_OFF events to have a 

degree of fluctuation. The CONDUIT lab and others are doing work to improve the data 
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processing, organization and management of waveform and clinical data within the Kidd 2 ICU at 

KGH. Such improvements include taking intervention timings directly from the bedside monitors.  

Using short HRV waveform series and a study protocol focusing on normal sinus 

rhythms, we did attempt to account for other factors influencing HRV. However, as shown in our 

results, it may be possible that HRV is responding to confounding events. Events like other 

medications, movement and other types of clinical interventions may cause the response we see 

in our sample waveform, HRV. We also propose that it is possible that HRV is responding to the 

causal event which lead to treatment with vasopressors rather than the vasopressor intervention 

itself. New hypotheses like these created using the event-based data structure and EVENTIVe 

emphasize the importance of having an interactive platform through which data can be explored. 

In future studies it would be important to collect more clinical information regarding these 

potential confounding events, include them in EVENTIVe and investigate these new research 

questions further. 

6.2 Conclusions 

This thesis presents EVENTIVe, an event-based interactive data visualization platform. 

EVENTIVe is aimed at investigating micro-decisions made in the ICU by analyzing the 

waveform data already being collected in an alternative way. We introduce an event-based data 

structure that organizes the data such that events of interest are the focal point, while other 

clinical information is stored in association. In this data format, predetermined biases of 

researchers are reduced by removing patient, demographic and clinical labels from the events 

under investigation. The dataset can then speak for itself through the various analysis options 

available on the platform, including time series changepoint detection, hierarchical clustering, and 

K-Means clustering. These two types of clustering are used as examples of the possible 

approaches to event-based data exploration, where data is grouped based on similarity then 
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labelled and interpreted. Changepoint detection is a useful method of analyzing event-based data 

through time series analysis. In this thesis we used HRV and vasopressor interventions as a test 

case for this method of examining the relationship of changes within a timeseries and the 

influences of an event. By visualizing the time series with event and changepoint labelled as well 

as creating quantitative measures for the magnitude of change and proximity of the event and 

changepoint, two approaches to data exploration are used. 

Stored as documents with a semi-structured nature, our event-based structure is efficient 

and straightforward. The semi-structured organization of our events allows for variation in the 

data stored in each event, as well as the easy addition of new variables. Querying is efficient and 

requires no joining like in a relational system. Groups of events matching user-selected criteria 

can be easily retrieved from the data source using the key-value components. This allows users to 

look at what is similar or different between groups of events and examine events that are outliers 

for a data-driven approach to research.  

 EVENTIVe emphasizes data visualization, one of the main components of exploratory 

analysis. Visualization communicates findings intuitively and may highlight information 

otherwise hidden or de-emphasize statistical findings. As shown in our preliminary work, 

statistical analysis may overestimate or under-represent relationships and patterns in complex 

data. In a broader scope, the use and reliability of p-values is being disputed as they are often 

misused and misinterpreted. EVENTIVe accompanies statistical significance values with 

visualizations, encouraging the user to appreciate a broader picture when interpreting findings.  

 The other main component of exploratory data analysis is user involvement. Through 

EVENTIVe, researchers are directly involved in the exploration of the data. In our results from 

hierarchical clustering it was found that in some instances overriding the ML results may provide 

alternative separation of the data. Users of EVENTIVe can also select which combinations of 
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data to explore, generating results for numerous subsets of the data. In this way, EVENTIVe is an 

alternative to the tedious data exploration done by modifying scripts and re-running for individual 

level investigation. EVENTIVe helps to make sense of complex data more quickly and 

efficiently.  

The test case of HRV response to vasoactive medication that we used has the potential to 

be beneficial to physicians. The use of EVENTIVe to explore vasopressor intervention events 

may identify HRV as a useful biomarker for precision medicine approaches to treatment. We 

found that HRV is complex data. Some HRV metrics are more useful than others and those found 

to be more beneficial varied across the different analyses completed. Deciding which metric to 

use requires further investigation on the platform. Due to data collection problems we are unable 

to infer the relationship between HRV and vasopressor interventions; we are however able to 

better understand the data collection methods needed to conduct future studies in this manner. 

Through this research we gleaned biomedical detail from critical care data and due to the 

collaborative nature of EVENTIVe, the likelihood of finding new and intriguing results increases 

as more individuals explore our data using the platform.  

The work of this thesis uses computer science to aid in the organization and utilization of 

the vast amount of clinical data collected in critical care settings, providing insight into event-

based analysis for use in precision medicine research.  
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Appendix A 

 Here the physiological and computational background on HRV will be covered. To start 

HRV relationship with demographic and clinical data will be disbussed, along with an overview 

of HRV in disease states. Next the domains of HRV analysis will be introduced, showing 

examples of the signal processing methods used and some sample HRV metrics found under each 

domain. 

HRV was first introduced in 1965, when researchers Hon and Lee noted that fetal distress 

was preceded by changes in the inter-beat intervals [56]. These changes were noticeable before 

changes in the heart rate itself. Since then, HRV has been the topic of research in many different 

areas, including exercise training ([57], [58]), as well as diabetes ([59]) and other disorders. HRV 

has also been shown to be an indicator of stress level [60]–[62]. HRV has been actively 

investigated in cardiovascular diseases. Patients with heart failure have an increased sympathetic 

and decreased parasympathetic tone which has been shown to be reflected by reduced HRV 

values [63]–[67]. This reduction has been shown to be an independent prognostic factor [68]. 

Decreased values of some HRV metrics are prognostic for higher risk of arrhythmias and death 

following myocardial infarction [63], [69], as well as accurate predictors for acute myocardial 

infarction [70]. HRV was also found to be decreased in both men and women with hypertension 

[71], [72].   

HRV and Demographics 

It has been shown that HRV differs by age and sex [59]. HRV decreases with age in both 

time and frequency metrics [73], [74]. Different levels of HRV between males and females is 

found with respect to age. In younger patients (< 30 years) females have lower HRV than males. 

This difference between sexes decreases with ages > 30 years and disappears when ages were > 

50 [73], [74]. 
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HRV in Critical Care 

HRV has also been actively investigated in critical care settings, albeit to a lesser extent. 

A frequency HRV metric has been shown to predict 30-day all-cause mortality with accuracy 

above the APACHE II score [75]. Many studies have been conducted to investigate HRV and 

sepsis in critically ill patients. HRV has been shown to predict the onset of sepsis with a median 

time of 60-hours before the diagnosis of sepsis [76]. It has also been shown that HRV dropped on 

average, 25% from a 35-hour baseline prior to sepsis [50]. Recently, reduction of a time domain 

metric below a threshold has been characterized as a risk factor in septic patients [77]. Similar 

results were also found in emergency medicine, where monitoring HRV was shown to provide 

early indication of illness severity, particularly in sepsis [78]. Though the level of change in HRV 

depends on many factors such as age, chronic health and medications, it has been suggested that 

as critical illness worsens, HRV decreases, and as clinical recovery takes place, HRV improves 

[31]. 

From this brief overview of HRV in clinical research it is evident that this non-invasive 

biomarker of the ANS shows promise in many fields. It can also be seen that research into HRV 

is still being actively pursued, with new approaches and analysis methods being discovered, 

which in turn provides new insights and sparks new research ideas.  

HRV Metrics and Their Domains 

Through signal processing and analysis many metrics can be derived to represent HRV. 

These have been grouped into domains based on the type of processing and information given by 

the metrics themselves [31]. Here, traditional methods of HRV analysis, along with newer and 

alternative methods, will be presented.  
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Time Domain  

For time domain variables, moment statistics are typically used. A moment in 

mathematics and statistics is defined as a measure of the distribution of a series. Time domain 

analyses are measures of HRV based on statistical or geometric analysis of RRIs [79]. 

Statistical Measures 

Time domain analysis reflects the change in the heart rate over a defined period. A 

common metric used in this domain is standard deviation of RRI (Normal-to-Normal intervals) 

(SDNN), which reveals decreased variability when the value is low [31], [69].  An alternative to 

standard deviation is root Mean Square of Successive Differences (rMSSD) which assumes that 

the mean of differences between neighbouring intervals is zero [69]. To measure more immediate 

changes in HRV instead of gradual changes, count methods were introduced. For a threshold t of 

RR interval length, the number of succeeding intervals that differ from the immediately preceding 

interval by t or greater is counted [69]. As an example, pNN50 is the proportion of intervals 

which are at least 50% different than the preceding interval.  

Geometrical Measures 

Being less affected by the quality of the data, geometric measures provide HRV metrics 

which may be more easily obtained than statistical measures [69], [80].  However, one downside 

to geometrical measures is that they require longer series (at least 20 minutes) which means they 

cannot be calculated from short-term recordings [80].  

A sample density histogram can be created from the RRI durations. This histogram is an 

initial layer of filtering for incorrect data. Within the histogram, substantially shorter HRV values 

(T wave or noise is recognized as a QRS complex), and substantially longer values (one or more 

QRS complexes are not recognized) fall as outliers in the histogram [69]. The simplest HRV 

metric derived from this histogram is the HRV triangular index (HTI), which uses the major peak 
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of the histogram as a triangle [59], [69], [80]. The height of this triangle is the most frequently 

observed RRI duration and the area represents the total number of intervals used to construct it, 

therefore, HTI estimates overall HRV. 

Another geometric approach is the use of Poincaré plots [81]. These plots show 

variability through calculating changes in heart rate dynamic by reflecting self-similarity. Here 

each RR interval is plotted as a function of the previous interval [81].  The shape of the plot 

represents the shape of the signal waveform. As an example, a cosine wave will appear as an 

ellipse. Standard deviation (SD) measurements can be taken from these plots. SD1 represents the 

dispersion of the points around the central diagonal axis, in other words, the spread of data from 

the diagonal [82]. Variation from the ellipse structure (SD1 increase, more scattering) has been 

shown to indicate an increase in PNS functioning [81]. Poincaré SD2 is the same calculation as 

the standard deviation of the data. 

Frequency domain 

Frequency variables are derived from power spectrum energies (PSE) through signal 

processing. These PSE reflect the strength of energy as a function of frequency, allowing the 

relative energy for each frequency to be extracted. Frequency domain analysis is based on the 

mathematical transformation of the ECG signal into a waveform [31]. Waveform transformation 

is completed at a specified frequency which allows different metrics to be derived from each 

frequency. 

Autoregressive (AR) models have been used to derive metrics in this domain [83]. In this 

technique, a chosen AR model is fitted to a time-series of RRIs. The spectrum is estimated based 

on the model, and the power and frequency for each peak is then evaluated. In this way, the AR 

technique predicts future values based on the weighted sum of previous values. Fourier 

Transform (FT) is a classical approach to deriving metrics in this domain and is one of the most 
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commonly used approaches [83]. In FT, a time-based signal is processed through filters to 

measure each cycle, then an overall list of the cycles composing the signal is given, presenting the 

relative amount of each cycle type. The signal being analyzed is compared to transformed 

versions of the sinusoidal function combinations. Each of these functions corresponds to a 

frequency. Different levels of frequency can be measured and used as HRV metrics. High 

frequency (HFPower) can be measured at 0.15-0.40 Hz reflecting the PNS, and low frequency 

(LFPower) at 0.04-0.15 Hz reflecting the SNS [31], [83]. One shortcoming of the AR models is 

that they tend to underestimate changes at high frequencies and overestimate those at low 

frequencies. FT provides a better indication of the actual frequency values and provides more 

detailed information about the signal and its changes over the recorded time by using sinusoidal 

function approximation methods. 

The AR and FT models are limited to averaging over the entire signal duration. Wavelet 

transform (WT) is an expansion on the FT method. This type of analysis allows for output of 

coefficients which are functions of both time and frequency. Here the signal is processed using a 

sliding window analysis technique and does not base the transformation equation on a sine wave. 

FT compares the shape of the signal as a combination of sinusoidal functions, while WT uses one 

of many different functions, allowing for a better comparison and analysis of the signal [84]. WT 

extracts the specific oscillations or frequencies of a signal which, in the case of HRV, are the 

RRI. The overall wave shape is made of low and high frequency signals which can each be 

analyzed using different wavelets corresponding to its shape. The scaling and shifting to create 

wavelets allows the functions to be fitted to the signal and the coefficients created correspond to 

different levels of frequency. Additionally, continuous WT (CWT) allows for fine scale analysis 

by looking at more intermediate states of the wavelets.  
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Along with HFPower and LFPower, the ratio of LF/HF is derived under the assumption 

that it reflects the balance and changes between the SNS and PNS [85]. Importantly, frequency 

domain metrics can be derived from relatively short ECG recordings [75]. 

Non-linear Domain 

Non-linear analysis of time-series signals can classify complex systems; nonstationary 

signals do not affect these methods. Studies have shown that RRIs fluctuate in a complex manner 

and are modulated at every beat based on what happened in the previous beat, suggesting non-

linear components are present. Non-linear techniques utilize the concept of chaos where the 

randomness and non-periodicity is taken into consideration using fractal mathematics [59], [80]. 

Using non-linear techniques, HRV complexity can be evaluated producing a large number of 

metrics in this domain [59], [79], [80], [86]. Here a sampling of non-linear HRV metrics will be 

introduced.  

Entropy is a measure of randomness, therefore a high likelihood of the same random 

event happening again corresponds to a low entropy. Approximate entropy (AE) is a method to 

quantify the unpredictability or irregularity of changes in a time-series. Generally, AE reflects the 

probability that a similar pattern will follow a previously seen pattern [87]. One disadvantage to 

AE calculations is that it allows self-matching; that is, it calculates the probability between a 

sample matching itself. Sample entropy (SE) is a modification to the AE technique that removes 

the bias of self-matching [87]. Comparisons have shown that SE is a better approximation of the 

true entropy than AE [87]. One important feature of SE is that it can be used effectively on short 

segments (1-minute signal duration or as low as 100 points) where the FT frequency variables 

lose accuracy [87].   

Lyapunov Spectra were explored as a derivation method for HRV metrics [59], [86], 

[88]. Lyapunov exponents define the rate of divergence between two neighbouring trajectories, or 
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the dependence on initial conditions [59], [88]. The Hurst exponent has also been widely used to 

analyze self-similarity and correlation, evaluating whether a dependence is present. Its degree in 

fractal time series has also been applied to HRV analysis [59].  

Previous research into HRV has included not only the development of new metrics but 

also their application in a variety of clinical domains. Our research focuses on looking at HRV in 

response to interventions. In the next section we introduce the medications of interest and 

previous research involving HRV and vasoactive medications in critically ill patients.  

Vasopressors and Inotropes 

Vasopressors and inotropes have both excitatory and inhibitory effects on heart and 

vascular smooth muscle, along with metabolic actions (Table 4). Vasopressors and inotropes are 

administered to aid in short term clinical recovery by increasing cardiac output or vascular tone 

which may be severely compromised by various illness states [89]. Decisions on which 

vasopressor or inotrope to use are made at the discretion of the treating physician based on an 

assessment of the patient’s physiology, clinical studies, previous experience, and expert opinion. 

Currently mean arterial pressure (MAP) values and raw heart rate (HR) are used to gauge success 

of a treatment. 

Table 4. Description of the effects of vasoactive medications on the heart [90]. 

Medication Heart Effects 

Dopamine 

Low dosage: Vasodilation, increased cardiac output 

Medium dosage: Increase contraction force, stroke volume & cardiac output 

High dosage: Vasoconstriction 

Dobutamine Increase heart rate and cardiac output 

Norepinephrine Vasoconstriction 

Epinephrine 
Low dosage: Increase heart rate, stroke volume and cardiac output 

High dosage: Vasoconstriction 

Phenylephrine Vasoconstriction  

Milrinone Vasodilation and increased cardiac output 

Vasopressin Constriction of vascular smooth muscle 
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Appendix B 

Here we present an overview of the retrospective datasets used for our preliminary 

analyses of HRV as complex data. Each dataset will be introduced, including a brief description 

of what it contains and where the data was collected from. 

MIMIC II 

The Multiparameter Intelligent Monitoring in Intensive Care (MIMIC II) database from 

PhysioNet, is an online database consisting of patients whose data were collected between 2001 

and 2007 from ICUs within the Boston’s Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center [91]. I inherited 

this dataset from a previous project, therefore, details of its formation will not be discussed here. 

The final data set consisted of 540 ICU patients. Ten HRV metrics are included (Table 5). 

Table 5. Time and frequency HRV metrics derived from continuous ECG recordings for 

the MIMIC II data set.  

 
HRV metric 

Variable 

Name 

Time 

Domain 

Mean RR normal-to-normal intervals RRNN 

Average R-R interval AVNN 

Standard deviation of normal R-R intervals SDNN 

Root mean square of successive differences RMSSD 

Proportion of R-R-intervals >50% different than preceding interval PNN50 

Frequency 

Domain 

Total Power TOTPower 

Very low frequency power VLFPower 

Low frequency power LFPower 

High frequency power HFPower 

Low frequency / High frequency ratio LF/HF 

 

For each patient, a window size of 5-minutes was used to derive the HRV metrics from 

the first hour of ECG recording, resulting in 12 samples for each metric. Along with ECG 

waveforms, patients also had demographic data (age, sex) and clinical data (hospital mortality, 

sequential organ failure assessment [SOFA] score). The SOFA score is a measurement used in 
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the ICU that simultaneously rates different organ systems in terms of severity and number of 

dysfunctions [92]. This score encompasses six organ systems: respiratory, coagulation, liver, 

cardiovascular, renal and neurologic [92]. Ranging from 1 to 24, SOFA is commonly used in 

critical care settings to assess illness severity. A higher SOFA score reflects a higher severity of 

illness. Within our dataset, SOFA scores ranged from 1 to 18 out of the possible 24, with an 

average score of 8.3 ± 4.8. Ages ranged from 21 to 99, where all patients with distinguishing ages 

equal to or over 99 years old were reformatted for confidentiality to 99 years old. The average age 

was 66.5 ± 16.5.  

TOH 

Collected by colleagues at The Ottawa Hospital (TOH), the TOH data set consists of a 

small number of patients whose ECG waveforms are carefully annotated. This dataset was used 

in our retrospective data analysis as an investigative source for time series analysis of HRV, 

including percent change and changepoint detection. A total of ten ICU patients from TOH had 

their waveform data recorded over the full duration of their ICU stay. Their ICU stay was 

carefully annotated by trained individuals at the bedside tracking medication times, dosages, and 

other clinical information.  

The continuous ECG waveforms were processed into 54 HRV metrics from multiple 

domains using a 5-minute window with 2.5-minute overlap using the CIMVA software. Using the 

clinical annotations, time series for HRV metrics were isolated, encompassing two hours before a 

vasopressor intervention, the duration of the intervention, and two hours after vasopressor 

termination. A total of 68 vasopressor interventions were isolated for the ten patients, giving a 

final dataset of 68 interventions with 54 HRV metric time series’, stored as CSV files. 
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Appendix C 

Statistical Analysis of HRV 

Statistical analysis was completed in R [93] using its readily available statistical 

packages. Comparisons over groups were conducted using Kruskal-Wallis non-parametric H-test 

and linear regression analysis was done using the Pearson method. Results were considered 

significant with p-values less than 0.05 in all cases.  

 

Figure 20. Hospital Mortality vs. SOFA score. Significant difference was found through the 

Kruskal-Wallis non-parametric test (p<0.001) between non-survivors (deceased, Y) and 

survivors (N). Boxplot shows median, first and third quartiles. 

To validate our data source, we investigated if the MIMIC II data reflected common 

trends in ICU patients. Previous research has shown that SOFA score is a good predictor of 

patient outcome [94]. In our MIMIC II dataset there was a significant difference (p<0.001) in 

SOFA scores between hospital survivors (N) and non-survivors (Y) (Figure 20). 
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HRV and Hospital Mortality  

To assess HRV as a biomarker for hospital survival, analysis of variation was completed 

for all HRV metrics in our MIMIC II. The significance of all metrics is outlined in Table 6.  

Table 6. Results of statistical analysis using the first hour of HRV for each patient. HRV 

was compared between survivors and non-survivors and across SOFA scores using the 

Kruskal-Wallis test. HRV metric correlation with SOFA score was also investigated. 

HRV metric 

Difference in HRV between 

hospital survivors and non-

survivors  

(Kruskal-Wallis) 

Differences in 

HRV across 

SOFA strata 

(Kruskal-Wallis) 

Pearson correlation 

between HRV and 

SOFA score 

AVNN p=0.011 p<0.001 r =-0.15    p<0.0001 

SDNN p<0.001 p<0.001 r =-0.083  p<0.0001 

RMSSD p<0.00001 p<0.001 r =-0.034  p=0.01 

TOTPower p=0.029 p<0.001 r =-0.12    p<0.0001 

VLFPower p=0.324 p<0.001 r =-0.15    p<0.0001 

LFPower p=0.0090 p<0.001 r =-0.13    p<0.0001 

HFPower p<0.00001 p<0.001 r =-0.088  p<0.0001 

LF/HF p<0.00001 p<0.001 r =-0.14    p<0.0001 

 

SOFA Score Across HRV Metrics 

Two analyses were done to investigate how HRV behaves with respect to increasing 

SOFA score, analysis of variance and linear regression. From our analysis of hospital mortality, 

we adopted the perspective that the full-series should be used rather than an averaged value, to 

encompass the variation over time in HRV. For both analysis types, all metrics were examined, 

and results summarized in Table 6. 

We started with analysis of variance and found that there were significant differences 

across SOFA scores in all HRV metrics (Table 6). This was evidence that there may be an 

interdependence between HRV and SOFA score; thus, linear regression analysis was completed. 

The four metrics with the best relationship to SOFA score were VLFPower, LF/HF, LFPower, 

AVNN. All r values were negative, indicating HRV decreases as SOFA increases. However, all 
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regression statistics had low values with highly significant p-values (p<0.0001), which may 

reflect the problem of using traditional techniques on complex data. 
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Appendix D 

HRV in Neural Networks 

Neural networks are a powerful supervised ML technique. These algorithms are made to 

mimic the learning pattern of the neurons in the human brain to determine connections within the 

data. Training of these interconnected networks of nodes allows them to learn from the data and if 

a strong enough relationship exists, the NN can make accurate predictions. The most basic NN is 

a single layer feedforward network, also known as a Multi-Layer Perceptron (Figure 21), where 

data enters the network through input nodes into a hidden layer consisting of a variable number of 

nodes and exits the network through output node(s). Node weights are adapted with each training 

sample using a specified activation function by a decay rate (typically between 0 and 1), to 

manipulate the input data into the output data. These weights represent the strength of a 

connection between two nodes. A higher weight is indicative of one node having a strong 

influence on another. In Figure 21, if we saw that 𝜔1 > ω2 then we can interpret that node i1 as 

having a stronger connection to node h1 than i2 does. The activation of a node is calculated using 

a weighted sum of the inputs from all nodes into an activation function, whose output then serves 

as input into the next layer. Bias nodes are added as a form of pseudo-input into the hidden layer 

and output layers to overcome problems associated with inputs of zero. 
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Figure 21. Basic NN structure, feedforward network with input (i1, i2), hidden (h1, h2, h3, 

h4) and output layers (o1). Bias nodes for each layer are shown. Lines represent connections 

and weights (ω1, ω2) between each node layer to the next. 

Preprocessing 

The final MIMIC II dataset of 540 ICU patients was pre-processed for use in the NN 

explored. The raw HRV metric data was normalized to values between 0 and 1. This was done to 

reduce the time needed to adapt the weights as the scale of the raw HRV metrics was widely 

distributed. Hospital mortality (non-survivor = 1, survivor = 0) was converted to binary. Patient 

age and SOFA score were not modified. 

In all NNs created, the dataset used was randomly divided into 70% for training and 30% 

for testing. For optimal training of the network relatively even samples of each expected outcome 

were used to ensure unbiased network training. Our MIMIC II data contained only 131 patients 

who were non-survivors. To create an evenly sampled data source for NNs, only 262 patients 

were used (131 non-survivors and 131 randomly sampled survivors). For prediction of SOFA 
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score the entire 540 patient dataset was used without reduction in size as it had an approximately 

even sampling of the possible SOFA scores.  

Neural Network Implementation 

Hospital mortality in our data is a binary variable which can be modelled using a 

classification algorithm, while SOFA score is a continuous variable, best modelled by a 

regression algorithm. NNs allow for simple implementation of both algorithm types, making them 

a good choice for our investigation. The R caret package was used, which encompasses data 

correcting, processing and implements both classification and regression models. An overview of 

the NN approach is outlined in Figure 22. 

 

Figure 22. Overview of NN approach. MIMIC II data is preprocessed and the LF/HF and 

SDNN metrics selected. Using R caret package optimal structure is found by modifying 
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weights and decay rates. Optimal parameters are used to train on 70% of the data. Network 

us then used on the test data (30%) and predicted results examined. 

For all nets, hidden layer size and learning decay were modified until optimal network 

size was determined over a maximum of 8,000 iterations using a predefined training function in 

the caret package. Input and output layers used linear activation functions while the hidden layer 

used a sigmoid activation function. In linear activation functions, activation is proportional to 

input while sigmoid functions (one of the most widely used) non-linear and similar to a step 

function. Using the optimal network size and decay rate, NN were created and tested on testing 

data. The network was implemented 20 times using bootstrap resampling. The single 

implementation (weights, decay and size) that had the highest precision on the training data was 

selected as the “best” implementation.  

Confusion matrices were used for our classification networks to gauge how the NNs 

performed. Confusion matrices are 2x2 tables. They contain the counts of false positives (FPs), 

false negatives (FNs), true negatives (TNs), and true positives (TPs) from the predicted values 

compared to the real values. For our data with binary hospital mortality the positive and negative 

terminology does not accurately reflect what is represented in the matrices. Instead, we report true 

non-survivors, true survivors, false survivors, and false non-survivors: 

 Real 

Predicted Survivor (0) Non-survivor (1) 

Survivor (0) TPS FPNS 

Non-survivor (1) FPS TPNS 

 

The accuracy of the NN at predicting the expected real value is calculated by dividing the true 

values over the total number of patients in the dataset. Confusion matrices provided measures of 

accuracy and NIR, which along with the p-value from comparing precision and NIR were used to 
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measure the overall performance of the classification NNs. Regression analysis was done to 

gauge regression network performance. 

Importantly, the caret package was chosen for its ability to run in parallel. The time-

determining factor in the construction of the neural network was the selection of optimal structure 

and training. When run in parallel (over 9 cores) the training of the networks took less time. 

Though only a slight time difference was found (2 seconds), this reduction becomes beneficial 

with larger data sets. 

Predicting Hospital Mortality 

Four NNs were created to examine the use of HRV metrics in predicting hospital 

mortality, both with and without the addition of other clinical variables. A summary table of all 

networks created is found in Table 7.  

Table 7. Summary of NNs created to predict hospital mortality. 

Input 
Network 

Structure 

Accuracy 

(%) 

Accuracy 

95% CI 

NIR 

(%) 

Significance 

(p-value) 

LF/HF 12-2-2 62.03 [50.4, 72.7] 50.63 0.0275 

SDNN 12-2-2 45.57 [34.3, 57.2] 53.16 0.9285 

SOFA + Age 2-50-2 79.75 [69.2, 88.0] 51.9 < 0.00001 

LF_HF + SOFA + Age 14-55-2 74.68 [63.6, 83.8] 50.63 < 0.0001 

 

Single layer feedforward classification NNs were created for prediction of the binary 

hospital mortality variable. Full-series HRV metric data were used as input into a hidden layer 

and output was given in two nodes. Using the training data, the optimal structure was found to be 

12-2-2 (Figure 23) for both LF/HF and SDNN metrics as input. Networks were trained using the 

following formula, where 𝑦 is the binary hospital mortality value and 𝑋1 through 𝑋12 are the 

samples for each HRV metric:  

𝑦 = 𝑋1 + 𝑋2 + 𝑋3 + 𝑋4 + 𝑋5 + 𝑋6 + 𝑋7 + 𝑋8 + 𝑋9 + 𝑋10 + 𝑋11 + 𝑋12.  
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Figure 23. NN of HRV to predict in-hospital mortality. A) Feedforward, single layer NN for 

prediction of hospital mortality. B) Confusion matrix for LF/HF input. C) Confusion matrix 

for SDNN input. 

When LF/HF was used as input into the trained 12-2-2 NN, a precision of 62.03% was 

achieved on test data. The use of SDNN achieved 45.57% on the test data. Accuracy was 

measured using confusion matrices (Figure 23). The frequency metric LF/HF was more accurate 

at predicting hospital mortality than SDNN. This was consistent with our statistical analysis 

where the difference HRV with respect to hospital mortality was not clearly defined. Again, with 

the NN implementation we see that both LF/HF and SDNN metrics have poor performance at 
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predicting survival and non-survival. This may be due to the broadness of the output variable or 

even the length of time series used. 

We explored if adding clinical and demographic information would be useful additions 

for the LF/HF HRV metric to predict hospital outcome. There is a debate over whether more 

input into a NN improves the network performance – a fine line is drawn between noise and 

useful data. As a baseline, we created a network which utilized only SOFA and patient age to 

predict hospital mortality as it has been shown in literature and in our work (Appendix C) that 

there is a difference in SOFA score between survivors and non-survivors. This SOFA+Age 

network accurately predicted hospital mortality for 79.75% of the test data. This result is 

consistent with other studies of SOFA score as a predictor of patient outcome [95]. A network 

was created to investigate if the LF/HF metric provided useful information to accompany SOFA 

and age in the prediction of hospital mortality, surprisingly, this network performed with worse 

accuracy, 74.68% on test data (Figure 24). There is contention in NN analysis over ‘how much 

input is too much input’. We believe that this input combination network falls under ‘too much 

input’, meaning that the level of variability and possible un-important input increased with the 

addition of the LF/HF HRV metric. This could be further investigated using pruning NNs which 

work to eliminate unhelpful inputs by looking at the nodes with low weights. However, this was 

outside the scope of this research.  
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 Figure 24. Feedforward NN using LF/HF, age and SOFA score for prediction of hospital 

mortality. (Left) the NN of structure 14-55-2, (Right) the corresponding confusion matrix. 

The network performed with 74.68% accuracy. 

Both the LF/HF and SOFA+Age networks revealed that a relationship was present 

between input and output variables; however, the significance and accuracy differed. It was 

hypothesized that a combination of inputs would lead to a more accurate prediction of the 

outcome. Nevertheless, the use of LF/HF in conjunction with SOFA and patient age in a 

classification NN did not yield higher accuracy at predicting hospital mortality than when only 

SOFA and patient age were used.  
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Predicting SOFA Score 

A single layer regression network was created to investigate the LF/HF HRV metrics at 

predicting severity of illness (SOFA score). Regression analysis was done to evaluate the 

precision of the network at predicting the SOFA score (Figure 25). 

 

 

Figure 25. Regression analysis of LF/HF to predict SOFA score through NN analysis 

(r=0.14 and p=0.075). 
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Appendix E 

The following is the protocol for “CONDUIT03 - Effect of pressors and inotropes on 

heart rate variability in critically ill patients: An observational study”. 

Principal Investigator: David Maslove 

Co-Investigator: Andrew Seely (University of Ottawa) 

MSc Candidate: Victoria Tolls 

Research Coordinator: Miranda Hunt 

Research Coordinator: Ilinca Georgescu 

Research Coordinator: Tracy Boyd 

Aims 

The measurement of heart rate variability (HRV) can be useful in studying disease 

states. The extent to which HRV metrics can be used in research and practice in the 

Intensive Care Unit (ICU) is an active area of investigation in critical care research. In 

order to better define the role of HRV metrics in critically ill patients, we are 

undertaking observational studies of HRV in the ICU, and its relationship with various 

disease states and treatments. 

In this study, the effect of vasoactive medications on HRV will be characterized among 

a cohort of critically ill patients. The findings of this pilot study will be used to inform 

the design of a larger prospective observational study, as well as interventional 

studies of HRV-guided strategies for the management of pressors and inotropes. 

Objectives 

1. To collect continuous electrocardiography (ECG) data from a cohort of critically ill 

patients in whom vasoactive medications (inotropes and pressors) have been initiated, 

adjusted, or withdrawn. 
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2. To collect clinical data regarding the timing and dosage of these medications, blood 

pressure and heart rate response, duration of pressor support, lactate kinetics, and ICU 

outcomes. 

3. To use time series analysis, specifically change point detection, to determine whether 

treatment with vasoactive medications results in changes in HRV, as well as the nature 

and duration of these changes. 

4. To characterize the frequency with which initiation or withdrawal of vasoactive 

medications are associated with changes in HRV, as well as any patient characteristics 

that might be associated with HRV concordant or HRV discordant states. 

Research Protocol 

Patient Population 

As this is a pilot study, and in the absence of previous studies upon which to base 

estimates of treatment effects, we will enroll a convenience sample of critically ill patients from 

the ICU of Kingston General Hospital. Our target enrolment will be 30 patients for whom a new 

pressor or inotrope has been introduced while in the ICU. We anticipate a 6-month recruitment 

period in order to reach target enrolment.  

Inclusion criteria: 

1. Adults aged 18 years and older 

2. Treatment with one of the following vasoactive medications (hereafter referred to as 

“pressors”): 

a) epinephrine 

b) norepinephrine 

c) phenylephrine 

d) vasopressin 
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e) dopamine 

f) dobutamine 

g) milrinone 

3. Pressors initiated anytime following admission to the Kidd 2 ICU. If pressors were 

initiated outside the ICU, patients will be eligible if additional pressors are initiated while 

in the ICU.  

4. Pressors administered for a minimum of 1 hour in the ICU. 

Exclusion criteria: 

1. Cardiac rhythm other than normal sinus rhythm 

2. Patients not receiving continuous ECG monitoring 

Patients eligible for inclusion will be identified during morning sign over rounds in the ICU by 

reviewing the admissions from the previous 24 hours and highlighting those new patients who 

have been treated with pressors. Given the nature of the data collection tools and protocols (see 

below), patients can be included retroactively if treatment with pressors has already been 

initiated. 

Study Intervention 

Patients eligible for inclusion will be identified during morning sign over rounds in the 

ICU by reviewing the admissions from the previous 24 hours and highlighting those new patients 

who have been treated with pressors. Given the nature of the data collection tools and protocols 

(see below), patients can be included retroactively if treatment with pressors has already been 

initiated. 

Data Collection 

This study will involve the collection of three types of data: 
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1. ECG data will be recorded directly from bedside monitors using the Bedmaster XL 

system. This system automatically generates files containing ECG waveform data, which 

are uploaded to dedicated servers at the Queen’s affiliated Centre for Advanced 

Computing (CAC) daily. From there, data files are parsed from their proprietary format 

into XML files, which can then be used to determine HRV metrics. The collection of de-

identified physiologic data will occur under the auspices of a prior Health Sciences 

Research Ethics Board approved protocol (DMED-1863-15). The CAC is a secure data 

center with strict controls on both physical and electronic access to the data, 

uninterrupted power, and 24-hour support.  

2. Vital signs data will be recorded directly using the Bedmaster XL system, in a manner 

similar to the ECG data. At the time of parsing the XML files, a separate database 

containing vital signs data will be generated. This will include minute-to-minute 

measurements of heart rate, blood pressure, respiratory rate, oxygen saturation, and any 

other parameters recorded with the bedside monitor. 

3. Clinical data will be recorded directly by research personnel from source material both at 

the bedside and within the electronic medical record (EMR). Data will be abstracted 

using a standardized electronic case report form (eCRF). These will include basic 

demographic data, admitting diagnosis, admitting APACHE II and SOFA score, and ICU 

outcomes including time to reversal of shock (i.e. time on pressors), lactate kinetics, ICU 

length of stay, and ICU mortality. Data regarding the administration of pressors will 

include start and stop time (as per Medication Administration Record), hourly dosages 

(as per daily Flow Sheet), and pressor order (eg. first, second, third vasoactive medication 

initiated). For initiation of new pressors and dose adjustments, the exact timing of 

therapeutic changes will be recorded to the most precise extent possible.    
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4. Data will be recorded for a maximum of one week following enrollment. A study log 

linking hospital chart number with study identifier will be kept securely by the ICU 

Research Coordinators. 

Outcomes 

The primary results returned from this study will include: 

1. Proportion of pressor initiation events that are associated with a significant decrease in 

HRV (as identified by change point detection) within 30 minutes (i.e. HRV concordant 

pressor initiation events) 

2. Proportion of pressor initiation events that are associated with a significant increase in 

HRV (as identified by change point detection) within 30 minutes (i.e. HRV discordant 

pressor initiation events) 

3. Proportion of pressor initiation events that are not associated with a significant decrease 

in HRV (as identified by change point detection) within 30 minutes 

4. Average time to change point detection following initiation or discontinuation of pressors 

5. Average time to reversal of shock for pressor initiation events that are HRV concordant, 

and HRV discordant. 

6. Clinical characteristics of patients in whom HRV concordant events are observed, as 

compared to those in whom no such events are observed. 

Additional results will be focused on the other clinical endpoints collected (lactate kinetics, ICU 

length of stay, and ICU mortality). Descriptive statistics regarding the prevalence of HRV 

concordant pressor events will also be generated. 

Amendment 

Availability of de-identified data through online data visualization platform. Data will be 

stored on Center for Advanced Computing (CAC) server. Public would be able to visualize data 
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through online platform and download de-identified subsets of the data. Only subsets of the data 

will be available, and no patient identifiers will be included. Data available consists of lactate 

clearance, APACHEII, SOFA, Sex, Age (given in 10 year ranges), Vasopressor type, vital status 

at day 28 and short time series of waveform (HRV and MAP) data with timestamps/dates 

removed. Allowing a minimal subset of de-identified data only should mitigate the risks. 
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Approval Letter 
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Amendment Approval 
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Appendix F 

A subset of HRV metrics included in our HRVPressors data set, as processed by CIMVA 

software.  

General 

Domain 
HRV metric Variable Name 

Time 

Coefficient of variation (based on intervals)  Coefficientofvariation 

Form factor (ratio of root mean square to 

mean) 

formF  

Mean value  Meanrate  

Grid transformation feature: grid count  gcount  

Poincaré plot SD1  PoincareSD1  

Poincaré plot SD2  PoincareSD2  

Poincaré plot cardiac sympathetic index  CSI  

Poincaré plot cardiac vagal index  CVI  

Recurrence quantification analysis: 

determinism/recurrences  

pDpR  

Recurrence quantification analysis: 

percentage of determinism  

pD  

Frequency 

Low frequency – high frequency ratio  LFHF_ratioLS  

Low frequency power  LFpowerLS  

High frequency power  HFpowerLS  

Hjorth parameters: complexity  Complexity  

Multiscale time irreversibility asymmetry 

index  

AsymI  

Plotkin and Swamy energy operator 

average energy  

PSeo  

Teager energy operator average energy  Teo  

Very low frequency power  VLFpowerLS  

Non-

Linear 

Correlation dimension exponent  Correlationdimension 

Detrended fluctuation analysis: a1  DFAAlpha1 

Detrended fluctuation analysis: a2  DFAAlpha2 

Detrended fluctuation analysis: area under 

the curve  

'DFAAUC' 

Embedding scaling exponent  eScaleE  

Largest Lyapunov exponent  LargestLyapunovexponent 

Scale dependent Lyapunov exponent slope  SDLEalpha  

Scale dependent Lyapunov exponent mean 

value  

SDLEmean  

Multifractal spectrum cumulant of the first 

order  

Multifractal_c1  

Multifractal spectrum cumulant of the 

second order  

Multifractal_c2  

Power Law (based on frequency) slope  PowerLawSlopeLombScargle 
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Power Law (based on frequency) y 

intercept  

PowerLawY_InterceptLombScargle 

Hurst Exponent  Hurstexponent 

Allan factor distance from a Poisson 

distribution  

aFdP  

Fano factor distance from a Poisson 

distribution  

fFdP  

Grid transformation feature: weighted 

similarity index  

sgridWGT  

Index of variability distance from a Poisson 

distribution  

IoV  

Kullback-Leibler permutation entropy  KLPE  

Multiscale entropy  MultiscaleEntropy 

Predictive feature: error from an 

Autoregressive model  

ARerr  

Quadratic Sample Entropy  QSE  

Shannon entropy  shannEn  

Similarity index of the distributions histSI 
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Appendix G 

Workarounds Due to Software Limitations 

File Splitting 

Due to the size of our waveform data files (ranging from 1.2G to 20G) and the lack of 

memory optimizations available for MATLAB on Windows, the XML files needed to be split 

into smaller files for processing with CIMVA. We split the up to 5-day waveform files into Xml 

files containing 12-hours of recording (each < 1G), this meant that each patient had at most five 

files to process through CIMVA. File splitting was done using a Python script with the 

functionality (full code to follow): 

for all file in directory: 

 if file is .xml 

  parse xml 

  get root 

  get children 

  find fileInfo 

  open outfile 

   write header  

  close outfile 

  for element in children 

   if element is PatientName or FileInfo 

    skip 

   else 

    if count = 1440 #24 hours in minutes 

     open next outfile 

      write header 

     close outfile 

    open outfile to append 

     write element 

    count = count+1 

 

Each of the split files were processed into CIMVA output MAT-files. Using MATLAB 

scripts, the split files were stitched together to yield a full time series for the ICU stay duration of 

interest. From these files MAP and HRV were the only waveforms extracted for use in our test 

case. This was done using a Python script: 
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for all files in directory: 

 count = 0 

 group = None 

 if first patient: 

  load HR data 

  load MAP data 

load HRV data 

 elif same patient: 

  append HR data 

  append MAP data 

append HRV data 

 else new patient: 

  write HR data to file 

  write MAP data to file 

  write HRV data to file 

  load HR data 

  load MAP data 

load HRV data 

 

Once concatenated into CSV files this data was used in conjunction with clinical data to 

create our event-based data structure.  

Code 

File Splitting  

#loop through all files in directory given 

#call script and pass in the directory to process files from 

import os 

import sys 

import time 

import glob 

dir_in_str = os.fsencode(sys.argv[1]) 

dir_out_str = sys.argv[2] 

 

for file in os.listdir(dir_in_str): 

    filename = os.fsdecode(file) 

    if filename.endswith('.xml'): 

        base = filename.split(".")[0] 

        print(base) 

        exists = glob.glob(dir_out_str+base+'*.xml') 

        print(exists) 

        if len(exists) != 0: 

            print('file already complete') 

        else: 

            #skip number 11 

            if base == 'HRV011': 

                continue 

            #splitting xml file 

            import xml.etree.ElementTree as ET 

            f = dir_in_str+file 

            print(f) 

            context = ET.parse(f) 

            print("xml parsing done") 

            root = context.getroot() 
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            childs = root.getchildren() 

            fileinfo = root.find('FileInfo') 

            #patientname = root.find('PatientName') 

            t = 1 

            i = 1 

            outfile = dir_out_str+base+'_'+str(t)+'.xml' 

            with open(outfile,'wb') as f: 

                f.write(b'<?xml version="1.0"?>\n') 

                f.write(b'<!--BedMasterEx StpToXml Converter Version 7.0-->\n') 

                f.write(ET.tostring(fileinfo)+b'\n') 

                f.close() 

            print("written first line") 

            for elm in childs: 

                #print(elm.tag) 

                if elm.tag == 'FileInfo' or elm.tag == 'PatientName': 

                    print('Skipping:'+str(elm.tag)) 

                else: 

                    if i == 1440: #each segment is 1 minute, 1 file for every 24hrs 

                        i=1 

                        t=t+1 

                        outfile = dir_out_str+base+'_'+str(t)+'.xml' 

                        with open(outfile,'wb') as f: 

                            f.write(b'<?xml version="1.0"?>\n') 

                            f.write(b'<!--BedMasterEx StpToXml Converter Version 7.0--

>\n') 

                            f.write(ET.tostring(fileinfo)+b'\n') 

                            f.close() 

                    with open(outfile,'ab') as f: 

                        f.write(ET.tostring(elm)) 

                    i = i+1 

 

Concatenation of MATLAB into CSV 

import scipy.io 

import numpy as np, h5py 

from datetime import datetime, timedelta 

import pandas as pd 

import glob 

import os 

###################pre 7.3 matlab############################# 

def load_ABP_data(f): 

    data = scipy.io.loadmat(f) 

    if data.get('trends') is not None: 

        if 'nbp_m' in data.get('trends').dtype.names: 

            if 'signal' in data.get('trends')['nbp_m'].item(0).dtype.names: 

                nbp_m = data.get('trends')['nbp_m'].item(0)['signal'].item(0) 

                time = list(nbp_m[:,0]) 

                bp = list(nbp_m[:,1]) 

                time_list = [datetime.fromordinal(int(d)) +  

                             timedelta(days=d%1) - timedelta(days = 366) for d in time] 

                df = pd.DataFrame({'start_time': time_list, 'map': bp}, 

columns=['start_time', 'map']) 

                return df 

 

def load_HR_data(f): 

    data = scipy.io.loadmat(f) 

    if data.get('trends') is not None: 

        if 'hr' in data.get('trends').dtype.names: 

            if 'signal' in data.get('trends')['hr'].item(0).dtype.name: 

                rri = data.get('trends')['hr'].item(0)['signal'].item(0) 

                time = list(rri[:,0]) 

                hr = list(rri[:,1]) 

                time_list = [datetime.fromordinal(int(d)) + timedelta(days=d%1) - 

timedelta(days = 366) for d in time] 

                df = pd.DataFrame({'start_time': time_list, 'hr': hr}, 

columns=['start_time', 'hr']) 
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                return df 

 

def load_HRV_data(f): 

    data = scipy.io.loadmat(f) 

    if data.get('VM') is not None: 

        if 'rri' in data.get('VM').dtype.names: 

            if 'variability' in data.get('VM')['rri'].item(0).dtype.name: 

                variability = data.get('VM')['rri'].item(0)['variability'].item(0) 

                start_time = list(variability[:,0]) 

                end_time = list(variability[:,1]) 

                hrv = list(variability[:,2:]) 

                names = 

list(data.get('VM')['rri'].item(0).['variabilityNames'].item(0)[:,0]) 

                for n in names: 

                    n.replace(' ','') 

                    n.replace(char(39),'') 

                    n.replace('é', 'e') 

                    n.replace('/','_') 

                    n.replace('-','_') 

                    n.replace('\\','_') 

                start_time_list = [datetime.fromordinal(int(d)) + timedelta(days=d%1) - 

timedelta(days = 366) for d in start_time] 

                end_time_list = [datetime.fromordinal(int(d)) + timedelta(days=d%1) - 

timedelta(days = 366) for d in start_time] 

                df_time = pd.DataFrame({'start_time': start_time_list, 'end_time_list': 

end_time_list}, columns = ['start_time', 'end_time']) 

                df_hrv = pd.DataFrame(hrv, columns = names) 

                df = pd.concat([df_time, df_hrv], axis=1, sort=False) 

#############7.3 Matlab################################ 

def load_ABP_data_h5(f): 

    data = h5py.File(f) 

    if data.get('trends/nbp_m/signal') is not None: 

        ari = data.get('trends/nbp_m/signal').value 

        time = list(ari[0]) 

        bp = list(ari[1]) 

        time_list = [datetime.fromordinal(int(d)) +  

                     timedelta(days=d%1) - timedelta(days = 366) for d in time] 

        df = pd.DataFrame({'start_time': time_list, 'map': bp},  

                            columns=['start_time', 'map']) 

        return df 

 

def load_HR_data_h5(f): 

    data = h5py.File(f) 

    if data.get('trends/hr/signal') is not None: 

        rri = data.get('trends/hr/signal').value 

        time = list(rri[0]) 

        hr = list(rri[1]) 

        time_list = [datetime.fromordinal(int(d)) +  

                     timedelta(days=d%1) - timedelta(days = 366) for d in time] 

        df = pd.DataFrame({'start_time': time_list, 'hr': hr},  

                            columns=['start_time', 'hr']) 

        return df 

 

def load_HRV_data(f): 

    data = scipy.io.loadmat(f) 

    if data.get('VM/rri/variability') is not None: 

        variability = data.get('VM/rri/variability').value 

        start_time = list(variability[0]) 

        end_time = list(variability[1]) 

        hrv = list(variability[2:]) 

        names = list(data.get('VM/rri/variabilityNames'].value) 

        for n in names: 

            n.replace(' ','') 

            n.replace(char(39),'') 

            n.replace('é', 'e') 

            n.replace('/','_') 

            n.replace('-','_') 
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            n.replace('\\','_') 

        start_time_list = [datetime.fromordinal(int(d)) + timedelta(days=d%1) – 

                           timedelta(days = 366) for d in start_time] 

        end_time_list = [datetime.fromordinal(int(d)) + timedelta(days=d%1) –  

                         timedelta(days = 366) for d in start_time] 

        df_time = pd.DataFrame({'start_time': start_time_list, 'end_time_list':  

                                 end_time_list}, columns = ['start_time', 'end_time']) 

        df_hrv = pd.DataFrame(hrv, columns = names) 

        df = pd.concat([df_time, df_hrv], axis=1, sort=False) 

 

#get all files 

directory = 'path/to/directory/’ 

dirout = 'path/to/directory/’ 

files = glob.glob(directory+'HRV*.mat') 

#empty dataframe1 

bp_df = pd.DataFrame() 

hr_df = pd.DataFrame() 

group = None 

index = 0 

#loop,process and append 

for f in sorted(files): 

    index = index+1 

    fn = os.path.basename(f) 

    base = str.split(fn,'_')[0] 

    print(group) 

    print(fn) 

    #new participant 

    if group == None: 

        print('new') 

        group = base 

        try: 

            bp_df = load_ABP_data(f) 

            hr_df = load_HR_data(f) 

        except: 

            bp_df = load_ABP_data_h5(f) 

            hr_df = load_HR_data_h5(f) 

    #same participant, append to df 

    elif group == base: 

        if bp_df is not None: 

            print('same, append, BP') 

            try: 

                bp_df = bp_df.append(load_ABP_data(f),ignore_index=True) 

            except: 

                bp_df = bp_df.append(load_ABP_data_h5(f),ignore_index=True) 

        if hr_df is not None: 

            print('same, append, HR') 

            try: 

                hr_df = hr_df.append(load_HR_data(f),ignore_index=True) 

            except: 

                hr_df = hr_df.append(load_HR_data_h5(f),ignore_index=True) 

#new participant, write to file, load new 

    elif group != base: 

        if bp_df is not None: 

            print('new, write to csv, load new, BP') 

            bp_df.to_csv(dirout+group+"_MAP.csv",index=False) 

        if hr_df is not None: 

            print('new, write to csv, load new, HR') 

            hr_df.to_csv(dirout+group+"_HR.csv",index=False) 

        try: 

            bp_df = load_ABP_data(f) 

            hr_df = load_HR_data(f) 

        except: 

            bp_df = load_ABP_data_h5(f) 

            hr_df = load_HR_data_h5(f) 

        group = base 

    else: 

        if group != base: 
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            group = base 

            try: 

                bp_df = load_ABP_data(f) 

                hr_df = load_HR_data(f) 

            except: 

                bp_df = load_ABP_data_h5(f) 

                hr_df = load_HR_data_h5(f) 

        else: 

            bp_df = pd.DataFrame() 

            hr_df = pd.DataFrame() 

    if index == len(files): 

        if bp_df is not None: 

            print('all files done, BP') 

            bp_df.to_csv(dirout+group+"_MAP.csv",index=False) 

        if hr_df is not None: 

            print('all files done, HR') 

            hr_df.to_csv(dirout+group+"_HR.csv",index=False) 
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Appendix H 

Data Processing and Restructuring 

Participant Class 

#Based on the standardized excel file input for each participant, 

#this program reads in the files and creates a defined object. 

#this object houses all the information for the patient 

 

import xlrd 

from xlrd import open_workbook 

import datetime 

from datetime import time, date, timedelta 

import dateutil 

from dateutil import tz 

import numpy as np 

import h5py 

#----------------------------------------------- 

##############PARTICIPANT CLASS################# 

class participant(object): 

    def __init__(self, wb): 

        self.wb = wb 

        self.admitSOFA_row = [6,7,8,9,10,11,12] 

        self.admitSOFA_loc = [5, 6] 

        self.get_patient_data() 

        self.altstructflg = False 

        if self.wb.nsheets == 6: 

            self.get_daily_data() 

        else: 

            self.get_daily_data_alt() 

    ## -------- CLASSES FOR DATA --------- ## 

    class lactate(object): 

        import numpy as np 

        def __init__(self, day_sheet, dt, wb): 

            self.specifictimes = self.load_times(day_sheet.row(13)[2:], dt, wb) 

            self.value = self.extractList(day_sheet.row(11)[2:]) 

        def extractList(self, l): 

            rl = list() 

            for i in l: 

                rl.append(i.value) 

            return rl 

        def load_times(self, times, dt, wb): 

            final = [] 

            midnight = xlrd.xldate.xldate_as_datetime(0, wb.datemode) 

            am7 = xlrd.xldate.xldate_as_datetime(1.2916666666666667, wb.datemode) 

            for x in range(0, len(times)): 

                if times[x].value != '' and dt.value != '': 

                    dd = xlrd.xldate.xldate_as_datetime(float(dt.value), wb.datemode) 

                    tt = xlrd.xldate.xldate_as_datetime(times[x].value, wb.datemode) 

                    #midnight to 7am the next day 

                    if tt.time() >= midnight.time() and tt.time()  <= am7.time(): 

                        dd = dd + timedelta(days=1) 

                    final.append(datetime.datetime.combine(dd.date(), tt.time())) 

                else: 

                    final.append(np.nan) 

            return final 

    class pressors(object): 

        def __init__(self, day_sheet, dt, wb): 

            self.times = [] 

            temp = day_sheet.row(2)[2:] 

            self.times = self.load_times(temp, dt, wb) 

            temp = day_sheet.row(3)[2:] 
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            self.timespecific = self.load_times(temp, dt, wb) 

            self.norepipherine = 

self.preprocessList(self.extractList(day_sheet.row(4)[2:])) 

            self.vasopressin = 

self.preprocessList(self.extractList(day_sheet.row(5)[2:])) 

            self.dobutamine = self.preprocessList(self.extractList(day_sheet.row(6)[2:])) 

            self.epinephrine = 

self.preprocessList(self.extractList(day_sheet.row(7)[2:])) 

            self.dopamine = self.preprocessList(self.extractList(day_sheet.row(8)[2:])) 

            self.milrinone = self.preprocessList(self.extractList(day_sheet.row(9)[2:])) 

            self.other = self.preprocessList(self.extractList(day_sheet.row(10)[2:])) 

            self.order = self.extractList(day_sheet.col(0)[4:11]) 

            self.orderpressor = ["Norepinephrine", "Vasopressin", "Dobutamine", 

"Epinephrine", "Dopamine", "Milrinone", "Other"] 

        def load_times(self, times, dt, wb): 

            from datetime import timedelta 

            import numpy as np 

            final = [] 

            midnight = xlrd.xldate.xldate_as_datetime(0, wb.datemode) 

            am7 = xlrd.xldate.xldate_as_datetime(1.2916666666666667, wb.datemode) 

            for x in range(0, len(times)): 

                if times[x].value != '' and dt.value != '': 

                    dd = xlrd.xldate.xldate_as_datetime(float(dt.value), wb.datemode) 

                    tt = xlrd.xldate.xldate_as_datetime(times[x].value, wb.datemode) 

                    #midnight to 7am of the next day 

                    if tt.time() >= midnight.time() and tt.time()  <= am7.time(): 

                        dd = dd + timedelta(days=1) 

                    final.append(datetime.datetime.combine(dd.date(), tt.time())) 

                else: 

                    final.append(np.nan) 

            return final 

        def extractList(self, l): 

            rl = list() 

            for i in l: 

                rl.append(i.value) 

            return rl 

        def preprocessList(self,l): 

            l = [0 if x=='off' else x for x in l] 

            for i in range(len(l)-1): 

                #an empty value after an abover 0 value - no off point given, add one in 

                if l[i] != '' and int(l[i]) > 0 and l[i+1] == '': 

                    l[i+1] = 0 

            return l 

    class daily_data(object): 

        def __init__(self, day_sheet, wb): 

            self.daySOFA_row = [21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27] 

            self.daySOFA_loc = [2, 3] 

            self.invasiveMV = day_sheet.row(16)[2].value 

            self.noninvasiveMV = day_sheet.row(17)[2].value 

            self.dialysis = day_sheet.row(18)[2].value 

            self.date = day_sheet.row(1)[1] 

            self.SOFAscore = participant.SOFA_score(self.daySOFA_row, self.daySOFA_loc, 

day_sheet) 

            self.pressors = participant.pressors(day_sheet, self.date, wb) 

            self.lactate = participant.lactate(day_sheet, self.date, wb) 

    class SOFA_score(object): 

        def __init__(self, row, loc, day_sheet): 

            self.PFRatioraw = day_sheet.row(row[0])[loc[0]].value 

            self.PFRatio = day_sheet.row(row[0])[loc[1]].value 

            self.plateletsraw = day_sheet.row(row[1])[loc[0]].value 

            self.platelets = day_sheet.row(row[1])[loc[1]].value 

            self.bilirubinraw = day_sheet.row(row[2])[loc[0]].value 

            self.bilirubin = day_sheet.row(row[2])[loc[1]].value 

            self.cardiovascularraw = day_sheet.row(row[3])[loc[0]].value 

            self.cardiovascular = day_sheet.row(row[3])[loc[1]].value 

            self.CNSraw = day_sheet.row(row[4])[loc[0]].value 

            self.CNS = day_sheet.row(row[4])[loc[1]].value 
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            self.creatineraw = day_sheet.row(row[5])[loc[0]].value 

            self.creatine = day_sheet.row(row[5])[loc[1]].value 

            self.total = day_sheet.row(row[6])[loc[1]].value 

    ## -------- GET FUNCTIONS --------- ## 

    def get_patient_data(self): 

        pt_d = self.wb.sheet_by_name("Pt data") 

        self.study_id = pt_d.row(1)[1].value 

        self.ICUroom = pt_d.row(2)[1].value 

        self.admitdiagnosis = pt_d.row(4)[1].value 

        self.admitdiagnosisCode = pt_d.row(4)[3].value 

        self.age = pt_d.row(5)[1].value 

        self.sex = pt_d.row(6)[1].value 

        self.admitDThosp = 

datetime.datetime.combine(date(*xlrd.xldate_as_tuple(pt_d.row(8)[1].value, 

self.wb.datemode)[0:3]), time(*xlrd.xldate_as_tuple(pt_d.row(8)[2].value, 

self.wb.datemode)[3:])) 

        self.admitDTICU = 

datetime.datetime.combine(date(*xlrd.xldate_as_tuple(pt_d.row(9)[1].value, 

self.wb.datemode)[0:3]), time(*xlrd.xldate_as_tuple(pt_d.row(9)[2].value, 

self.wb.datemode)[3:])) 

        self.pressorHrs = pt_d.row(11)[1].value 

        self.vitalStatDay28 = pt_d.row(12)[1].value 

        if pt_d.row(14)[1].value != "TBD": 

            self.DisDTICU = 

datetime.datetime.combine(date(*xlrd.xldate_as_tuple(pt_d.row(14)[1].value, 

self.wb.datemode)[0:3]), time(*xlrd.xldate_as_tuple(pt_d.row(14)[2].value, 

self.wb.datemode)[3:])) 

        else: 

            self.DisDTICU = "TBD" 

        if pt_d.row(15)[1].value != "TBD": 

            self.DisDTHosp = 

datetime.datetime.combine(date(*xlrd.xldate_as_tuple(pt_d.row(15)[1].value, 

self.wb.datemode)[0:3]), time(*xlrd.xldate_as_tuple(pt_d.row(15)[2].value, 

self.wb.datemode)[3:])) 

        else: 

            self.DisDTHosp = "TBD" 

        self.APACHEII = pt_d.row(3)[6].value 

        self.SOFAAdmit = self.SOFA_score(self.admitSOFA_row, self.admitSOFA_loc, pt_d) 

        self.preICUpressors = self.find_preICUpressor() 

    def get_daily_data(self): 

        d_1 = self.wb.sheet_by_index(1) 

        d_2 = self.wb.sheet_by_index(2) 

        d_3 = self.wb.sheet_by_index(3) 

        d_4 = self.wb.sheet_by_index(4) 

        d_5 = self.wb.sheet_by_index(5) 

        self.day1 = self.daily_data(d_1, self.wb) 

        self.day2 = self.daily_data(d_2, self.wb) 

        self.day3 = self.daily_data(d_3, self.wb) 

        self.day4 = self.daily_data(d_4, self.wb) 

        self.day5 = self.daily_data(d_5, self.wb) 

    def get_daily_data_alt(self): 

        d_1_1 = self.wb.sheet_by_index(1) 

        d_1_2 = self.wb.sheet_by_index(2) 

        d_2 = self.wb.sheet_by_index(3) 

        d_3 = self.wb.sheet_by_index(4) 

        d_4 = self.wb.sheet_by_index(5) 

        d_5 = self.wb.sheet_by_index(6) 

        self.altstructflg = True 

        self.day1_1 = self.daily_data(d_1_1, self.wb) 

        self.day1_2 = self.daily_data(d_1_2, self.wb) 

        self.day2 = self.daily_data(d_2, self.wb) 

        self.day3 = self.daily_data(d_3, self.wb) 

        self.day4 = self.daily_data(d_4, self.wb) 

        self.day5 = self.daily_data(d_5, self.wb) 

    def find_preICUpressor(self): 

        search_value = 'Pre-ICU' 

        for x in range(self.wb.nsheets): 
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            s = self.wb.sheet_by_index(x) 

            row = s.row_values(0) 

            for j in range(len(row)): 

                if search_value in row[j]: 

                    details = [row[j+1], row[j+2]] 

                    return details 

    #function for adding a HRV waveform file 

    def add_HRV(self, csv_filename): 

        import pandas as pd  

        df = pd.read_csv(csv_filename) 

        del df['end_time'] 

        df.start_time = pd.to_datetime(df.start_time) 

        df.index = list(df.start_time) 

        df['study_id'] = [self.study_id] * len(list(df.start_time)) 

        del df['start_time'] 

        self.DF_HRV = df 

    def add_AdditionalWaveforms(self, filename): 

        import pandas as pd 

        #import numpy as np 

        df = pd.read_csv(filename) 

        df.index = pd.to_datetime(df.start_time,errors='coerce') 

        df = df.loc[pd.notnull(df.index)] 

        df_resampled = pd.DataFrame(df["map"].resample('2Min').last()) #sample every 2min 

        df_resampled['study_id'] = [self.study_id] * len(list(df_resampled.index)) 

        self.DF_Waveforms = df_resampled 

    #create pandas dataframe --> allows us to pass it into R for analysis 

    def to_df_daily_pressors(self, daynumber=0): 

        import pandas as pd 

        daytscol = 

['study_id','Time','StartTime','Norepinephrine','Vasopressin','Dobutamine','Epinephrine',

'Dopamine','Milrinone','Other'] 

        def load_data(self, df): 

            def clean_df(self, df): 

                t = df.copy() 

                t = df.replace('', np.nan) 

                #t.StartTime = t.StartTime.replace(np.nan, pd.NaT) 

                t.StartTime.fillna(df.Time, inplace=True) 

                del t['Time'] 

                t = t.replace('',np.nan) 

                t = t.dropna(subset=['StartTime']) 

                #t.StartTime = [pd.to_datetime(x) if type(x) is not pd.tslib.Timestamp 

else x for x in list(t.index)] 

                t.index = list(t.StartTime) 

                del t['StartTime'] 

                #print(t["Norepipherine"]) 

                return t 

            daytsindex = range(0, len(df.pressors.times)) 

            dayts = pd.DataFrame(index=daytsindex, columns=daytscol) 

            dayts.study_id = self.study_id 

            dayts["Time"] = df.pressors.times 

            dayts["StartTime"] = df.pressors.timespecific 

            dayts["Vasopressin"] = df.pressors.vasopressin 

            dayts["Norepipherine"] = df.pressors.norepipherine 

            dayts["Dobutamine"] = df.pressors.dobutamine 

            dayts["Epinephrine"] = df.pressors.epinephrine 

            dayts["Dopamine"] = df.pressors.dopamine 

            dayts["Milrinone"] = df.pressors.milrinone 

            dayts["Other"] = df.pressors.other 

            #print(dayts["Norepipherine"]) 

            return clean_df(self, dayts) 

        if int(daynumber) == 1: 

            if self.altstructflg == True: 

                t1 = load_data(self, self.day1_1) 

                t2 = load_data(self, self.day1_2) 

                f = [t1,t2] 

                return pd.concat(f) 

            else: 
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                return load_data(self, self.day1) 

        elif int(daynumber) == 2: 

            return load_data(self, self.day2) 

        elif int(daynumber) == 3: 

            return load_data(self, self.day3) 

        elif int(daynumber) == 4: 

            return load_data(self, self.day4) 

        elif int(daynumber) == 5: 

            return load_data(self, self.day5) 

        else: 

            print('Enter integer refering to the day: 1 through 5.') 

    def to_df_daily_lactate(self, daynumber=0): 

        #create pandas dataframe --> allows us to pass it into R for analysis 

        import pandas as pd 

        daytscol = ['study_id','Time', 'StartTime', 'Lactate'] 

        def load_data(self, df): 

            def clean_df(self, df): 

                t = df 

                t = df.replace('', np.nan) 

                t = t.replace('ND', np.nan) 

                t.StartTime.fillna(df.Time, inplace=True) 

                del t['Time'] 

                t = t.dropna() 

                t = t.dropna(subset=['StartTime']) 

                #create times as the indexes 

                t.index = list(t.StartTime) 

                del t['StartTime'] 

                return t 

            daytsindex = range(0, len(df.pressors.times)) 

            dayts = pd.DataFrame(index=daytsindex, columns=daytscol) 

            dayts["study_id"] = self.study_id 

            dayts["Time"] = df.pressors.times 

            dayts["StartTime"] = df.lactate.specifictimes 

            dayts["Lactate"] = df.lactate.value 

            return clean_df(self, dayts) 

        if int(daynumber) == 1: 

            if self.altstructflg == True: 

                t1 = load_data(self, self.day1_1) 

                t2 = load_data(self, self.day1_2) 

                f = [t1, t2] 

                return pd.concat(f) 

            else: 

                return load_data(self, self.day1) 

        elif int(daynumber) == 2: 

            return load_data(self, self.day2) 

        elif int(daynumber) == 3: 

            return load_data(self, self.day3) 

        elif int(daynumber) == 4: 

            return load_data(self, self.day4) 

        elif int(daynumber) == 5: 

            return load_data(self, self.day5) 

        else: 

            print('Enter integer refering to the day: 1 through 5.') 

    def to_df_daily_cv(self, daynumber=0): 

        import pandas as pd 

        import numpy as np 

        daycvcol = ['study_id', 

'Day','Date','InvasiveMV','NonInvasiveMV','Dialysis','sofaPFratioraw','sofaPlateletsraw',

'sofaBilirubinraw','sofaCardiovascularraw','sofaCNSraw','sofaCreatineraw','sofaTotal','so

faPFratio','sofaPlatelets','sofaBilirubin','sofaCardiocascular','sofaCNS','sofaCreatine',

'sofaTOTAL'] 

        daycvindex = [0] #[self.study_id] 

        daycv = pd.DataFrame(index=daycvindex, columns=daycvcol) 

        def load_data(self, df, s): 

            daycv.study_id = self.study_id 

            daycv.Day = s 

            if df.date.value != '': 
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                daycv.Date = xlrd.xldate.xldate_as_datetime(float(df.date.value), 

self.wb.datemode) 

            else: 

                daycv.Date = np.nan 

            daycv["Dialysis"] = df.dialysis 

            daycv["InvasiveMV"] = df.invasiveMV 

            daycv["NonInvasiveMV"] = df.noninvasiveMV 

            daycv["sofaPFratioraw"] = df.SOFAscore.PFRatioraw 

            daycv['sofaPlateletsraw'] = df.SOFAscore.plateletsraw 

            daycv['sofaBilirubinraw'] = df.SOFAscore.bilirubinraw 

            daycv['sofaCardiovascularraw'] = df.SOFAscore.cardiovascularraw 

            daycv['sofaCNSraw'] = df.SOFAscore.CNSraw 

            daycv['sofaCreatineraw'] = df.SOFAscore.creatineraw 

            daycv['sofaPFratio'] = df.SOFAscore.PFRatio 

            daycv['sofaPlatelets'] = df.SOFAscore.platelets 

            daycv['sofaBilirubin'] = df.SOFAscore.bilirubin 

            daycv['sofaCardiocascular'] = df.SOFAscore.cardiovascular 

            daycv['sofaCNS'] = df.SOFAscore.CNS 

            daycv['sofaCreatine'] = df.SOFAscore.creatine 

            daycv['sofaTOTAL'] = df.SOFAscore.total 

            return daycv 

        if int(daynumber) == 1: 

            if self.altstructflg == True: 

                return load_data(self, self.day1_2, 'Day1') 

            else: 

                return load_data(self, self.day1, 'Day1') 

        elif int(daynumber) == 2: 

            return load_data(self, self.day2, 'Day2') 

        elif int(daynumber) == 3: 

            return load_data(self, self.day3, 'Day3') 

        elif int(daynumber) == 4: 

            return load_data(self, self.day4, 'Day4') 

        elif int(daynumber) == 5: 

            return load_data(self, self.day5, 'Day5') 

        else: 

            print('Enter integer refering to the day: 1 through 5.') 

    def to_df_patient_data(self): 

        import pandas as pd 

        ptdcol = 

['study_id','admit_diganosis','age','sex','vitalstatday28','APACHEII','sofaPlateletsraw',

'sofaBilirubinraw','sofaCardiovascularraw','sofaCNSraw','sofaCreatineraw','sofaPFratio','

sofaPlatelets','sofaBilirubin','sofaCardiocascular','sofaCNS','sofaCreatine','sofaTOTAL'] 

        ptdindex = [0] 

        ptd = pd.DataFrame(index=ptdindex,columns=ptdcol) 

        ptd['study_id'] = self.study_id 

        ptd['admit_diganosis'] = self.admitdiagnosisCode 

        ptd['age'] = self.age 

        ptd['sex'] = self.sex 

        ptd['vitalstatday28'] = self.vitalStatDay28 

        ptd['APACHEII'] = self.APACHEII 

        ptd['sofaPFratioraw'] = self.SOFAAdmit.PFRatioraw 

        ptd['sofaPlateletsraw'] = self.SOFAAdmit.plateletsraw 

        ptd['sofaBilirubinraw'] = self.SOFAAdmit.bilirubinraw 

        ptd['sofaCardiovascularraw'] = self.SOFAAdmit.cardiovascularraw 

        ptd['sofaCNSraw'] = self.SOFAAdmit.CNSraw 

        ptd['sofaCreatineraw'] = self.SOFAAdmit.creatineraw 

        ptd['sofaPFratio'] = self.SOFAAdmit.PFRatio 

        ptd['sofaPlatelets'] = self.SOFAAdmit.platelets 

        ptd['sofaBilirubin'] = self.SOFAAdmit.bilirubin 

        ptd['sofaCardiocascular'] = self.SOFAAdmit.cardiovascular 

        ptd['sofaCNS'] = self.SOFAAdmit.CNS 

        ptd['sofaCreatine'] = self.SOFAAdmit.creatine 

        ptd['sofaTOTAL'] = self.SOFAAdmit.total 

        ptd = ptd.replace(['ND','nd',''],np.nan) 

        ptd = ptd.replace('male', 'Male') 

        ptd = ptd.replace(['Expired ', 'Expired'], 'EXPIRED') 

        ptd = ptd.replace(['Alive ', 'Alive'], 'ALIVE') 
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        ptd.loc[~ptd.vitalstatday28.isin(['EXPIRED','ALIVE']), 'vitalstatday28'] = 

'UNKNOWN' 

        self.DFptdata = ptd 

    #create dataframes for all the clinical values and the pressor treatments 

    def create_dfs_all(self): 

        import pandas as pd 

        import pytz 

        #concatenate clinical variables 

        dcv1 = self.to_df_daily_cv(1) 

        dcv2 = self.to_df_daily_cv(2) 

        dcv3 = self.to_df_daily_cv(3) 

        dcv4 = self.to_df_daily_cv(4) 

        dcv5 = self.to_df_daily_cv(5) 

        framescv = [dcv1, dcv2, dcv3, dcv4, dcv5] 

        dfCV = pd.concat(framescv) 

        self.DFclinicalData = dfCV 

        self.DFclinicalData = self.DFclinicalData.replace(['ND',''],np.nan) 

        self.DFclinicalData = self.DFclinicalData.dropna(subset=['Date']) 

        #concatenate pressor data 

        dp1 = self.to_df_daily_pressors(1) 

        dp2 = self.to_df_daily_pressors(2) 

        dp3 = self.to_df_daily_pressors(3) 

        dp4 = self.to_df_daily_pressors(4) 

        dp5 = self.to_df_daily_pressors(5) 

        framesp = [dp1, dp2, dp3, dp4, dp5] 

        dfP = pd.concat(framesp) 

        self.DFpressors = dfP 

        self.DFpressors.index = [pd.to_datetime(x) if type(x) is not pd.tslib.Timestamp 

else x for x in list(self.DFpressors.index)]#.replace(pd.NaT, np.nan))] 

        #concatentate lactate data 

        dl1 = self.to_df_daily_lactate(1) 

        dl2 = self.to_df_daily_lactate(2) 

        dl3 = self.to_df_daily_lactate(3) 

        dl4 = self.to_df_daily_lactate(4) 

        dl5 = self.to_df_daily_lactate(5) 

        framesl = [dl1, dl2, dl3, dl4, dl5] 

        dfL = pd.concat(framesl) 

        self.DFlactate = dfL 

        #store patient data 

        self.to_df_patient_data() 

 

 

Event-based Functions 

import pandas as pd 

import numpy as np 

from xlrd import open_workbook 

from participant import participant 

import time 

import os 

import sys 

import glob 

 

from datetime import datetime, timedelta 

 

def get_active_names(lst, indexes): 

    active_names = [] 

    for i in indexes:  

        active_names.append(lst[i]) 

    return active_names 

 

def getXIndexed(lst,tst): 

    import time 

    #tst = lst[0] 

    d1_ts = time.mktime(tst.timetuple()) 

    lst1 = [time.mktime(d.timetuple()) for d in lst] 
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    #calculate difference in minutes between event start time and the rest of the series 

    indexes = [(((d - d1_ts)/60)) for d in lst1] 

    return indexes  

 

def get_NoPressorEvents(times,p): 

    time_pair_lst = [] 

    #get the difference between times 

    v = list(np.diff(times)) 

    id = p.study_id 

    #get time differences that are greater than 120min 

    for delta in v: 

        if delta.total_seconds() >= 7200: 

            sind = v.index(delta) 

            #return list of time + delta = middle point between the times 

            dict_ev = {"time": times[sind]+(delta/2), "dosage": None, "type": None, 

"patient": id, "event_type": "P_NONE"} 

            if p.DF_HRV is not None: 

                add_HRVMetrics(dict_ev,20,p.DF_HRV) 

                add_HRVMetrics(dict_ev,30,p.DF_HRV) 

                add_Lactate(dict_ev,p.DFlactate) 

                add_Demographics(dict_ev,p.DFptdata) 

                add_DailyData(dict_ev,p.DFclinicalData) 

            if p.DF_Waveforms is not None: 

                add_Waveforms(dict_ev,20,p.DF_Waveforms) 

                add_Waveforms(dict_ev,30,p.DF_Waveforms) 

            time_pair_lst.append(dict_ev) 

    return time_pair_lst 

 

##------------------------------------------------------------## 

 

def load_all_files(): 

    dir_in_str = os.fsencode('/mnt/data03/workspace/pressorsHRV/data/patient_files/') 

    dir_waveform_str = os.fsencode('/mnt/data03/workspace/pressorsHRV/csvCombined/BP/') 

    dir_HRV_str = os.fsencode('/mnt/data03/workspace/pressorsHRV/csvCombined/new/') 

    dicts = [] 

    for file in os.listdir(dir_in_str): #loop through files 

        filename = os.fsdecode(file) 

        if filename.endswith('.xlsx'): #open excel files 

            fn = filename.replace(" ","") 

            base = fn.split(".")[0] 

            bbase = base.split("-")[0] 

            print(bbase) 

            #load excel patient data 

            wb = open_workbook(dir_in_str.decode("utf-8")+file.decode("utf-8")) 

            p = participant(wb) 

            #create the data frames 

            p.create_dfs_all()  

            #get waveform files 

            files = glob.glob(dir_waveform_str.decode("utf-8")+bbase+'_MAP.*') 

            if len(files) > 0: 

                p.add_AdditionalWaveforms(files[0]) 

            else: 

                p.DF_Waveforms = None 

            #get HRV files 

            files = glob.glob(dir_HRV_str.decode("utf-8")+bbase+'_HRV.*') 

            if len(files) > 0: 

                p.add_HRV(files[0]) 

            else: 

                p.DF_HRV = None 

            #LOAD EVENTS and ASSOCIATED DATA 

            #REFORMAT INTO EVENT-BASED 

            d,times = get_events(p) 

            nop_d = get_NoPressorEvents(times,p) 

            dicts_to_add = d + nop_d 

            dicts_to_add = label_EventsNumber(dicts_to_add) 

            dicts = dicts + dicts_to_add 

    return dicts 
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def get_events(p): 

    #pressors | daily | lactate | hrv | waveforms | general 

    #get patient ids 

    list_pressor_events = [] 

    list_indexes = [] 

    dict_ev = {} 

    df = p.DFpressors.copy() 

    id = p.study_id 

    for col in df.columns: #O(n) 

        #print(list_pressor_events) 

        if col != 'study_id': 

            pressor = df[col].dropna() 

            count = 0 

            prev = [] 

            prevind = [] 

            for ind,value in pressor.iteritems(): #O(m) 

                count = count+1 

                #pon event 

                if value != 0.0 and count == 1: 

                    if ind != None: 

                        dict_ev = {"time": ind, "dosage": value, "type": col, "patient": 

id, "event_type": "P_ON"}  

                    else: 

                        count = 0  

                #pstable events 

                elif value > 0.0 and count > 1: 

                    if prev == []: 

                        prev.append(value) 

                        prevind.append(ind) 

                    else: 

                        if all(x == value for x in prev): 

                            prev.append(value) 

                            prevind.append(ind) 

                 

                            if len(prev) >= 48: 

                                midd = len(prev) // 2 

                                dict_ev_stable = {"time": prevind[midd], "dosage": 

prev[midd], "type": col, "patient": id, "event_type": "P_STABLE"}  

                                if p.DF_HRV is not None: 

                                    add_HRVMetrics(dict_ev_stable,20,p.DF_HRV) 

                                    add_HRVMetrics(dict_ev_stable,30,p.DF_HRV) 

                                    add_Lactate(dict_ev_stable,p.DFlactate) 

                                    add_Demographics(dict_ev_stable,p.DFptdata) 

                                    add_DailyData(dict_ev_stable,p.DFclinicalData) 

                                if p.DF_Waveforms is not None: 

                                    add_Waveforms(dict_ev_stable,20,p.DF_Waveforms) 

                                    add_Waveforms(dict_ev_stable,30,p.DF_Waveforms) 

                                 #append to list 

                                list_pressor_events.append(dict_ev_stable) 

                                prev = [] 

                                prevind = [] 

                        else: 

                            prev = [] 

                            prevind = [] 

                #update pon and add poff events     

                if bool(dict_ev) != False and (value == 0.0 or count==len(pressor)): 

                    dict_ev.update({'end_time': ind}) 

                    diff = ind - dict_ev.get("time") 

                    days, seconds = diff.days, diff.seconds 

                    hours = days * 24 + seconds // 3600 

                    dict_ev.update({'duration': hours}) 

                    count = 0 

                    if p.DF_HRV is not None: 

                        add_HRVMetrics(dict_ev,20,p.DF_HRV) 

                        add_HRVMetrics(dict_ev,30,p.DF_HRV) 

                        add_Lactate(dict_ev,p.DFlactate) 
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                        add_Demographics(dict_ev,p.DFptdata) 

                        add_DailyData(dict_ev,p.DFclinicalData) 

                    if p.DF_Waveforms is not None: 

                        add_Waveforms(dict_ev,20,p.DF_Waveforms) 

                        add_Waveforms(dict_ev,30,p.DF_Waveforms) 

                    list_pressor_events.append(dict_ev) 

                    dict_ev = {"time": ind, "dosage": float(value), "type": col, 

"patient": id, "event_type": "P_OFF"}   

                    if p.DF_HRV is not None: 

                        add_HRVMetrics(dict_ev,20,p.DF_HRV) 

                        add_HRVMetrics(dict_ev,30,p.DF_HRV) 

                        add_Lactate(dict_ev,p.DFlactate) 

                        add_Demographics(dict_ev,p.DFptdata) 

                        add_DailyData(dict_ev,p.DFclinicalData) 

                    if p.DF_Waveforms is not None: 

                        add_Waveforms(dict_ev,20,p.DF_Waveforms) 

                        add_Waveforms(dict_ev,30,p.DF_Waveforms) 

                    list_pressor_events.append(dict_ev) 

                    dict_ev = {} 

            list_indexes = list_indexes + list(pressor.index)        

    return list_pressor_events, list_indexes 

     

def add_Lactate(eventdict,lactates): 

    times_above = lactates.index[lactates['Lactate'] >= 2].tolist() 

    #make sure they are dates not integers 

    times_above = [ t for t in times_above if isinstance(t,int) == False ] 

    times_cleared = lactates.index[lactates['Lactate'] < 2].tolist() 

    clearance = None 

    if times_above == []: #no lactate to clear 

        clearance = 0.0 

    else: 

        for timea in times_above: 

            for timec in times_cleared: 

                if timec > timea: 

                    timediff = timec-timea 

                    clearance = float(timediff.total_seconds()/60/60) #hours 

                    break 

            else: 

                continue 

            break 

    if clearance is None: 

        clearance = np.NaN 

    eventdict.update({'lactate_patient_clearance': {"time_hours":clearance}}) 

     

 

def add_HRVMetrics(eventdict, minutesdelta,hrv): 

    import numpy as np 

    from datetime import timedelta, datetime 

    from cpt_hrv import calculateChangePoint,calculate_magnitude,calculate_location 

    hrv_metrics = hrv.copy() 

    if "HRVMetrics" not in eventdict.keys(): 

        eventdict['HRVMetrics'] = {} 

    del hrv_metrics["study_id"] 

    if not hrv_metrics.empty: 

        start = eventdict["time"] 

        beforeStart = start - timedelta(minutes=minutesdelta) 

        afterStart = start + timedelta(minutes=minutesdelta) 

        dictmin = {} 

        for c in hrv_metrics.columns: 

            index = [] 

            col = [] 

            data = hrv_metrics[c] 

            indexes = list(data.index) 

            values = list(data) 

            for ind in range(0,len(indexes)): 

                if indexes[ind] >= beforeStart and indexes[ind] <= afterStart: 

                    index.append(indexes[ind]) 
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                    col.append(values[ind]) 

            if all(np.isnan(col)) != True: 

                indexed = getXIndexed(index, start) 

                lst_final = calculateChangePoint(col) 

                start_index = lst_final[0][0]-1 

                mag = calculate_magnitude(col,lst_final[0][0],start_index) 

                tdiff = calculate_location(index,start,lst_final[0][0]) 

                cpt = indexed[lst_final[0][0]] 

                if (lst_final[1][0] > 1): 

                    if minutesdelta == 20:  

                        value,indexed_new,time_new = 

updateHRVvalues(col,indexed,index,minutesdelta,8) 

                    else: 

                        value,indexed_new,time_new = 

updateHRVvalues(col,indexed,index,minutesdelta,12) 

                    dictmin[str(c)] = {"start_time": 0, "value": value, "indexed": 

indexed_new, "changepoint": cpt, "p-value": None, "magnitude_change": float(mag), 

"time_diff_change": float(tdiff)} 

                else: 

                    if minutesdelta == 20:  

                        value,indexed_new,time_new = 

updateHRVvalues(col,indexed,index,minutesdelta,8) 

                    else: 

                        value,indexed_new,time_new = 

updateHRVvalues(col,indexed,index,minutesdelta,12) 

                    dictmin[str(c)] = {"start_time": 0, "value": value, "indexed": 

indexed_new, "changepoint": cpt, "p-value": lst_final[1][0], "magnitude_change": 

float(mag), "time_diff_change": float(tdiff)} 

        eventdict['HRVMetrics'].update({str(minutesdelta): dictmin}) 

 

 

def add_Waveforms(eventdict, minutesdelta,waveforms_df): #map and hr 

    import numpy as np 

    from datetime import timedelta 

    from cpt_hrv import calculateChangePoint,calculate_magnitude,calculate_location 

    if "VitalSigns" not in eventdict.keys(): 

        eventdict['VitalSigns'] = {} 

    wave = waveforms_df.copy() 

    del wave["study_id"] 

    dictmin = {} 

    if not wave.empty: 

        start = eventdict["time"] 

        beforeStart = start - timedelta(minutes=minutesdelta) 

        afterStart = start + timedelta(minutes=minutesdelta) 

        for c in wave.columns: 

            index = [] 

            col = [] 

            data = wave[c] 

            indexes = list(data.index) 

            values = list(data) 

            for ind in range(0,len(indexes)): 

                if indexes[ind] >= beforeStart and indexes[ind] <= afterStart: 

                    index.append(indexes[ind]) 

                    col.append(values[ind]) 

            if all(np.isnan(col)) != True and len(index) > 1 and all(v == 0 for v in col) 

!= True: 

                indexed = getXIndexed(index, start) 

                lst_final = calculateChangePoint(col) 

                start_index = lst_final[0][0]-1 

                mag = calculate_magnitude(col,lst_final[0][0],start_index) 

                tdiff = calculate_location(index,start,lst_final[0][0]) 

                #cpt = index[lst_final[0][0]] 

                cpt = indexed[lst_final[0][0]] 

                if (lst_final[1][0] > 1): 

                    if minutesdelta == 20:  

                        value,indexed_new,time_new = 

updateHRVvalues(col,indexed,index,minutesdelta,8) 
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                    else: 

                        value,indexed_new,time_new = 

updateHRVvalues(col,indexed,index,minutesdelta,12) 

                    #dictmin[str(c)] = {"start_time": start, "time": time_new, "value": 

value, "indexed": indexed_new, "changepoint": cpt, "p-value": None, "magnitude_change": 

float(mag), "time_diff_change": float(tdiff)} 

                    dictmin[str(c)] = {"start_time": 0, "value": value, "indexed": 

indexed_new, "changepoint": cpt, "p-value": None, "magnitude_change": float(mag), 

"time_diff_change": float(tdiff)} 

                else: 

                    if minutesdelta == 20:  

                        value,indexed_new,time_new = 

updateHRVvalues(col,indexed,index,minutesdelta,8) 

                    else: 

                        value,indexed_new,time_new = 

updateHRVvalues(col,indexed,index,minutesdelta,12) 

                    #dictmin[str(c)] = {"start_time": start, "time": time_new, "value": 

value, "indexed": indexed_new, "changepoint": cpt, "p-value": lst_final[1][0], 

"magnitude_change": float(mag), "time_diff_change": float(tdiff)} 

                    dictmin[str(c)] = {"start_time": 0, "value": value, "indexed": 

indexed_new, "changepoint": cpt, "p-value": lst_final[1][0], "magnitude_change": 

float(mag), "time_diff_change": float(tdiff)} 

        eventdict['VitalSigns'].update({str(minutesdelta): dictmin}) 

         

 

def updateHRVvalues(value,ind,time,minutes,div): 

    numneg = len([x for x in ind if x < 0]) 

    if numneg < div: 

        for i in range(0,int(div-numneg)): 

            ind.insert(0,np.nan) 

            value.insert(0,np.nan) 

            time.insert(0,np.nan) 

    numpos = len([x for x in ind if x > 0]) 

    if numpos < div: 

        for i in range(0,int(div-numpos)): 

            newind = len(value) 

            ind.insert(newind,np.nan) 

            value.insert(newind,np.nan) 

            time.insert(0,np.nan) 

    return value,ind,time 

     

def label_EventsNumber(dicts): 

    newlist = sorted(dicts, key=lambda k: k['time'])  

    for ind in range(0,len(newlist)): 

        value = str(str(ind+1)+"."+newlist[ind]["patient"].split("-")[1]) 

        newlist[ind].update({"_id": float(value)}) 

    for ind in range(0,len(newlist)): 

        lst_others_on = {} 

        lst_restart = {} 

        if newlist[ind]["event_type"] == "P_ON": 

            for i in range(ind+1,len(newlist)): 

                if newlist[i]["event_type"] == "P_ON": 

                    if newlist[i]["time"] >= newlist[ind]["time"] and newlist[i]["time"] 

<= newlist[ind]["end_time"]: #other pressors on at the same time 

                        lst_others_on.update({newlist[i]["_id"]: newlist[i]["type"]}) 

                    twelve_hr_buff = newlist[ind]["end_time"] + timedelta(hours=12) 

                    if newlist[i]["time"] >= newlist[ind]["time"] and newlist[i]["time"] 

<= twelve_hr_buff and newlist[i]["type"] == newlist[ind]["type"]: #another pressor 

started with in 12hrs 

                        lst_restart.update({newlist[i]["_id"]: newlist[i]["type"]}) 

        newlist[ind].update({"other_pressors_on": lst_others_on}) 

        newlist[ind].update({"same_pressor_restarted": lst_restart}) 

        if "time" in list(newlist[ind].keys()): 

            del newlist[ind]["time"] #for confidentiatlity, remove time 

        if "end_time" in list(newlist[ind].keys()): 

            del newlist[ind]['end_time'] 

    return newlist 
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#redo to use p not general 

def add_Demographics(eventdict,general): 

    genData = general[general['study_id'] == eventdict["patient"]] 

    eventdict.update({'admit_diagnosis': genData.admit_diganosis[0], 'age': 

int(genData.age[0]), 'sex': genData.sex[0], 

        'vitalstatday28': genData.vitalstatday28[0], 'APACHEII': genData.APACHEII[0], 

'admitSOFA': genData.sofaTOTAL[0]}) 

 

def add_DailyData(eventdict,daily): 

    dailyData = daily[daily['study_id'] == eventdict["patient"]] 

    dailyData.index = range(0,len(list(dailyData.Date))) 

    day = None 

    for d in list(dailyData.index): 

        if dailyData.Date[d].date() == eventdict['time'].date(): 

            day = dailyData[dailyData.index == d] 

    if day is not None: 

        eventdict.update({'daySOFA': day.sofaTOTAL[day.index[0]], 'InvasiveMV': 

day.InvasiveMV[day.index[0]],  

            'NonInvasiveMV': day.NonInvasiveMV[day.index[0]], 'Dialysis': 

day.Dialysis[day.index[0]]}) 


